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Problem Statement
In a world where people see, process and remember information differently, the
question arises: Is technology being used in a manner that acknowledges and
addresses user differences to the fullest extent? Currently, new print technologies
like Variable Data Printing (VDP) are only being used to create customized direct
mailing pieces and personalized products for the purpose of marketing, sales
and promotion. However, VDP introduces the ability to change data and design
elements in printed documents on an individual basis, making it possible to address
differences in visual and cognitive abilities, language and culture, and situational
considerations. Applying this concept of customization to educational or informational
documents would allow a small amount of input from a user to inﬂuence unique
output (different sequences or layouts, typographic decisions and appropriate content
choices) that are more relevant, usable and engaging. While using VDP as a means
to explore and achieve this customization, the focus of this thesis study would
not be the technology, but the development of a graphic design strategy that also
accommodates this customization goal to make information more accessible and
usable on an individual basis.

Project Relevance and Importance
Whether due to practical constraints, lack of knowledge, or other factors, designers
may not always be able to address user differences in their projects. This means
that considerations related to visual or cognitive abilities, language and culture, or
situational considerations are often lacking. This results in design solutions that may
seem strong on the surface but fail to address the individual needs of a diverse
range of users. An approach to design called Universal Design aims to create design
solutions that are usable by the greatest possible audience. Although intended to be
inclusive, this approach can sacriﬁce depth and richness of content by generalizing or
simplifying information. Instead of creating a single solution that generalizes to the
lowest common denominator or creating a multitude of versions to address the many
differences, VDP introduces the option of creating a single design that is customized
as needed for each user.
As a recent development in digital printing technology, VDP parallels the development
of customizable webpages on the World Wide Web. Whereas webpages have been
actively employing computer technologies to allow variable content and address
accessibility issues, print design has only recently started to explore the possible
applications of customizing data and design. Currently, VDP focuses primarily on
targeted marketing campaigns, ﬁnancial transactional documents and customized
merchandise, but can and should also be used toward other types of meaningful,
useful applications.

Project Deﬁnition
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Key Questions
Do people read documents differently? If so, what factors are inﬂuential?
Can differences in thinking and learning styles be mediated
through customized design solutions?
Will customized documents make information more accessible
and/or usable to individuals?
What level of customization will be appropriate in addressing
user differences?
Which types of materials would be viable and useful
in a customized format?
What are the inherent constraints of print that may impact
its customization?
How will graphic design accommodate this customizing
while maintaining its integrity?
Will the beneﬁts of on-demand VDP be worth the costs?

Associated Areas of Study
Usability & Accessibility

Universal Design

Variable Data Printing

Language & Culture

Systems Design

Print On-Demand

Learning Styles

Information Design

Database Publishing

Memory and Perception

User Interface Design

Customization

Visual Abilities

Typographic Design

Potential Applications
If applied toward usability and accessibility, VDP has the potential to create
documents that are tailored according to the needs of each user. Using
on-demand customization in this manner will be most helpful in situations
with a large, diverse user group. Possible areas of use and related applications
include museum guides, governmental forms, product instructions and teaching
materials. This thesis study will culminate with a design application that
uses VDP to implement a variable, but systematic, design solution. By using
VDP customization to address issues of user differences these documents
will be more accessible and usable, and foster greater inclusiveness.

Project Deﬁnition
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Explanatory Diagram

Typographic Design
Hierarchy & Layout
Type Variables
Systems Design
Spatial
Typographic
Language

Graphic Design

Information Design
Visual Organization
Communication

Universal
One Solution

Customized
Multiple Solutions
Versions
Personalization
Transactional

Single Version Print

Offset Printing
Quantity / In Advance
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Marketing, Sales, Promotion
Direct Mail, Transactional,
Merchandise

Educational / Informational
Contexts
Government, Museums, Parks
Applications
Guides, Maps, Instructions

Variable Data Print

Database
Images
Text
Layouts

Digital Printing
Single / On Demand

User Information
Input
User Selected
System Determined

Considerations
Visual Abilities
Learning Styles
Language & Culture
Memory and Perception
Task & Environment

Usability

Criteria
Usefulness
Efﬁciency
Error Tolerance
Learnability
Satisfaction
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Precedent A

Gestalt Principles for Document Design
Description

In the chapter entitled Using Gestalt Principles to Understand Readers Interpretations
of Spatial Cues of her book Dynamics in Document Design: Creating Text for Readers,
Karen Schriver illustrates how Gestalt principles relate to document design. Gestalt
principles, which are based on human psychology and visual perception, play
important roles in the perceptual process between the visual organization of content
and the reader. These principles explain how individual elements on the page are
perceived and understood in relation to each other. With research, examples and case
studies, Schriver’s book provides an insightful look at how designers can use these
principles to practically address real user needs.
The following quotes from this source, one from each subsection of the chapter,
provide concise explanations of each of the Gestalt principles:
Perception is an Active Process
“When people look at a page, a picture, a computer screen, or the environment
around them, they actively organize what they see. They resolve ambiguities,
impose structure, and make connections. They make use of all of the visual cues in
the visual ﬁeld to help them in constructing meaning for the content.” (Schriver, 304)
People Organize What They See into Figure and Ground
“The ﬁgure is generally the focus of attention and is seen as a whole since it is
surrounded by a contour. The rest of the ﬁeld is the ground which is apt to be in
the margin of attention and is usually seen as further away [or behind] the ﬁgure.
However, the space around, between and within the ﬁgure can be employed to
show rhetorical relationships among the content elements as well as provide
continuity, emphasis, and an elegant appearance.” (Schriver, 306)
How People Group Figures Depends on the Visual Properties of the Figures
“Document designers need to consider how the design of contrasting visual cues
encourages readers to group the content. They need to evaluate whether the
grouping helps readers to make reasonable (and appropriate) inferences about
the internal relationship among the parts of the document.” (Schriver, 309)
How People Group Figures Depends on Good Continuation
“The Gestalt principle of good continuation says that graphic elements that suggest
a continued visual line tend to be grouped together. In addition, visual patterns with
good continuation may suggest to the viewer that the pattern continues beyond
the end of the pattern itself.” (Schriver, 313)
How a Figure Looks Depends on its Surroundings
“The various parts of the visual ﬁeld interact and inﬂuence one another. The
perceived size, brightness, and shape of a ﬁgure depends on its surrounding,
on other ﬁgures in the neighborhood.” (Schriver, 315)
Strong Figures Are Stable
“Some ﬁgures are more resistant to contextual inﬂuences that others. These strong
ﬁgures tend to share the properties of simplicity, regularity, closure, and symmetry.
Strong ﬁgures resist change or disintegration under poor viewing conditions or
variations in the viewer’s attention.” (Schriver, 316)

Precedents
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Precedent A

Gestalt Principles for Document Design (continued)
Example of
Gestalt in VCR
Instructions

How Document Designers Thought
Bilingual Readers Would Scan the Text

How French-English Bilingual Readers
Tended to Scan the Text

This multilingual spread from an instruction manual for a stereo system is an example of how Gestalt
principles affected how users read documents. This example illustrates several of the principles, including
ﬁgure / ground relationships, continuation, strong ﬁgures and interacting page elements. The framed
horizontal rectangle with diagrams in the example on the top was intended to be seen as a single strong,
stable ﬁgure. However, the lines within the rectangle made the ﬁgure weaker and caused users to consider
the subdivisions separately. The strong vertical text columns, which may be perceived as the ground, have a
strong sense of continuation behind the rectangle with illustrations. (See Appendix A for a larger version.)

Signiﬁcance

This book’s explanations provide an excellent guide to the inﬂuence Gestalt principles
have on readers. Its impact on this thesis is multi-faceted. First, it helps establish
which design elements can be used and adjusted to provide effective spatial cues to
different readers. Second, it provides tools and considerations for how to coordinate
changing design elements with static elements to ensure that the varying layouts
remain cohesive and consistent.

Source
Dynamics in Document Design: Creating Text for Readers, Karen A. Schriver
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Precedent B

Web Accessibility and Usability
Description

The Internet has undergone rapid advances in technology that make it potentially
difﬁcult for everyone to use equally. New multimedia tools like Flash and Javascript
often add interactivity and graphical interfaces that exclude users that depend
upon text readers or simple, clear layouts with contrasting elements to access
information. Fortunately, many advocates have placed this issue as a priority and
much progress has been made in making the Internet more usable and accessible.
Although many approaches relate speciﬁcally to adjusting elements to ﬁt on screens
and provide alternate navigation devices, many more address issues that relate to
general topics like readability, legibility and comprehension. The U.S. Government
website on usability provides many models and processes to follow in analyzing,
designing and testing websites for usability. Well-known usability advocate, Jacob
Nielsen, has a website that presents his ﬁndings on web usability by outlining the
issues, the research behind them and many solutions. Even large corporations like
Microsoft have taken this issue seriously. This accessibility website provides excellent
descriptions of the various user challenges and technical issues involved in making
the Internet accessible to all.

Signiﬁcance

The issues of usability and accessibility on the Internet have many correlations
to Variable Data Print and print customization. Precedent B is important to this thesis
study because most of the issues and solutions addressed in web usability can also
be applied to print, as in the adjustment of type size or varying page layouts based on
format or user goals. Of special interest to this thesis are the measures being taken
to ensure that websites with highly variable content maintain their design integrity.

This screenshot from http://www.usability.com.au includes accessibility tools in the right column
which show how websites can be adjusted quickly and easily for different abilities and needs.

Sources
U.S. Government Resource on Usability, http://www.usability.gov
Jakob Nielsen on Usability and Web Design, http://www.useit.com
Microsoft Accessibility, http://www.microsoft.com/enable/
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Precedent C

Securian Financial Group Newsletter
Description

Noel Ward’s presentation Data-Driven Documents: The Transactional Side, includes
a case study examining the beneﬁts that Variable Data Print had for the Securian
Financial Group monthly newsletter and statement. As a large provider of retirement
plans Securian needed to communicate to their customers the status of their
accounts as well as important information on services and some basic educational
information. Using VDP they reduced the number of pages from ten or twelve to four
by reorganizing and customizing the sections to the individual customer and including
only essential information. This produced a more personalized, action-oriented
statement and more useful educational content in the newsletter.

Signiﬁcance

The meaningful implementation of VDP to the Securian newsletter shows how
relevant information can be chosen and arranged such that extraneous content is
eliminated. This provides a clearer, simpler, more useful document. This case study
is important to this thesis study in that it demonstrates how VDP can add value to
a user through the choice of content. It also illustrates how a design template that
incorporates a simple, well thought out grid can accommodate varying content
types and amounts.

Source
Data-Driven Documents: The Transactional Side, Noel Ward
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Precedent D

Bang & Olufsen Music System
Description

In his book Information Graphics, Peter Wildbur presents a case study on a music
system by Bang & Olufsen that incorporates the idea of progressive disclosure.
Beneath the sleek and elegant exterior design is a system that employs selective
information presentation to display only relevant options at any given moment.
All other options are hidden, eliminating the need for users to mentally remove
extraneous options and distractions on their own. “Bang & Olufsen’s Beocenter
9000 is designed on the principle that unless you need to use something, it is
not there.” (Wildbur)

Signiﬁcance

This case study presents an interesting approach to customization information.
It aims to make the designs more usable by focusing on the information users
need. Many kinds of design solutions (publications, websites, maps) try to meet
everyone’s needs by including information for all possible scenarios in an attempt
to acknowledge all user groups. This approach could be employed in this thesis
by removing, hiding, or de-emphasizing unnecessary elements thereby reducing
potentially distracting and irrelevant content to a particular user.

A photo of the Bang & Olufsen’s music system in which only relevant options are illuminated.

Source
Information Graphics, Peter Wildbur
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Introduction
Research for this thesis began with a survey of books and journals relating to the
three identiﬁed main topics: Variable Data Print, Usability and Graphic Design.
Through the information contained in these sources, it was apparent that the initial
focus should be on the larger concepts of print customization and user differences.
From these broader concepts it was possible to understand the scope of variables
involved as well as similarities between examples. For example, considering the
larger subject of user differences, as opposed to just usability, offered insight into a
wider range of user inﬂuences that could be considered. For each topic or source,
research is not intended to be a detailed report but a comprehensive summary,
that focuses on addressing the aspects that are relevant to print customization
and usability.

Digital Printing
In The Very Last Designer’s Guide to Digital, On-Demand, and Variable-Data Color
Printing, Frank Romano gives a thorough overview of digital printing that focuses
on hardware and technical considerations. He addresses many text issues
encountered with variable data, speciﬁcally text reﬂow and text overﬂow as well
as how digital printing relates to offset printing. The table below compares the
print run length between traditional offset printers and digital printers in relation
to document customization, which Romano divides into mass market, customized,
and personalized.
Signiﬁcance
Aside from pointing out typographic considerations for addressing text reﬂow
and overﬂow, Romano introduces a few technical points about digital printing that
this thesis should take into consideration. These include choosing the appropriate
digital printer, paper and fonts. As with any design project, technological and practical
constraints play an important part in forming the end result. For this thesis digital
printing provides opportunities like variable content and print on demand but imposes
constraints on paper selection and design decisions, like the placement or size of
text areas, which must account for variable content.

The Affect of Variability on Run Length and Printer Type
Variability

Variable Data / Images
Short Run

Personalized

Digital presses

Customized

Fixed Data / Images
Long Run
Offset presses
Flexographic presses
Gravure presses

Mass Market
1

Run Length

500

2000

5000
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Digital Printing (continued)
What are the inherent constraints of print that may impact its customization?
A conversation was held with John Eldridge, the Printing Facilities Coordinator
in the School of Print Media at Rochester Institute of Technology. Its focus was
to determine the physical and practical limitations involved in digital printing.
Color Conﬂicts Removed
The ﬁrst point discussed was the ﬂexibility digital printing offers. In addition to one
of the primary beneﬁts digital printing makes possible, the ability to print a single
copy as easily as a thousand copies, it also grants more freedom to the designer
to use color throughout a document. This is because it does not suffer from the
complications of color ink distribution inherent in offset lithography. In digital printing,
color can be used anywhere on the page regardless of other elements on the same
page or other pages within the same signature. In variable data print consistency of
color across multiple copies or versions is a less substantial dilemma, since most
users will only see a single version. However, ensuring near identical color on double
sided documents and for corporate brand colors still remains important.
Additional Capabilities & Constraints
Other considerations discussed in this conversation were related to bleeding,
stapling, scoring, folding and drying time. In regard to bleeding color, a term referring
to extending color to the edge of the paper and eliminating margins, John Eldridge
said, “as a rule, the C or B level printers (where the highest A level printers are high
volume commercial printers and the lowest C level printers are low resolution ofﬁce
copiers) will not print full bleed.” Thus, this constraint would have to be addressed
by either removing bleeds in the actual document design or performing post-print
trimming to eliminate visual margins or edges.
If multiple pages were involved, post-print stapling is a capability that almost all
business level digital printers are capable of performing. The ability to fold post-print
is also available for B level printers. Scoring is not an operation usually performed in
the process of digital printing. It would need to be performed by print operators after
the actual printing process with a special scoring device to prevent cracking the toner
on digitally printed documents.

Research
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Digital Printing (continued)
Digital Printer Selection
After discussion of the constraints of digital printing, it was important to establish
the basic thesis application requirements to be used. The requirements established
were that the printer be capable of producing the required image quality and be
within the price range of a medium sized organization. With these requirements high
resolution business level printers were the best choice. This range of digital printers,
what John Eldridge calls B+ level printers, are capable of printing high quality 400-600
dpi, color documents for business and commercial purposes. These printers can print
on a limited set of coated, smooth surface paper sheets up to 12”x 18” in size. These
printers are more affordable to small and medium sized businesses. However, they
become even more affordable when leased from the print manufacturer, often with
technical assistance and maintenance included.
Signiﬁcance
The discussion with John Eldridge clariﬁed what typical B level business class digital
printers can do. These capabilities and constraints will be taken into consideration
when making decisions about size, format and layout for a ﬁnal application in this
thesis study.
B Level Printers

Xerox DocuColor 240

Canon imageRUNNER C2880

Konica Minolta bizhub C250P

Presented are digital printers offered as business solutions by three major digital printer
manufacturers. They are all within the B+ range and possess the print quality and capabilities
necessary for the purposes of this thesis project’s design application.

Research
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Variable Data Print
This form of customization, used in digital printing, allows portions of content and
imagery to be taken from a database and combined or recombined for various users.
With the advent of electronic document creation and digital printing it is possible
to develop documents on a one-to-one basis. Using this one-to-one approach
means that each solution can have elements unique to an individual, from simply
inserting their name to employing detailed statement histories. Currently, this type
of customization is being used to help businesses get better response rates from
mailings, command more attention from marketing pieces, and generally increase
return on investment. Examples from a range of sources are almost exclusively
direct mail, marketing, and transactional applications of Variable Data Printing.
Frank Romano, author of Designing4Digital, a free monthly online newsletter
produced by the Digital Printing Council, often addresses how to effectively
create documents for digital printing. Focusing primarily on marketing and direct
mailing applications, this resource presents many new and innovative ways, like
image manipulation and personalized web tie-ins, in which customization is being
integrated to help business objectives.
Signiﬁcance
As a general model for integrating variable data into print documents, VDP offers
many insights into methods and techniques to achieve customization on this
one-to-one basis. The widespread use of VDP for direct mailings and transactional
documents shows that the technology to integrate variable information and print
unique documents is available and developed.
In Data-Driven Print, Patricia Sorce and Michael Pletka provide clear categories
of print customization:
Types of Print
Customization

Versioning

A few versions based on geographical location

Mail Merge

A single document customized with name and address

Personalized Printing

Targeted offers based on recorded purchasing history

Transactional

Billing statements with monthly purchases and totals

Print on Demand

Template-based documents printed as needed

Fully Customized
Communications

A unique document based on past and predicted
consumer needs
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Variable Data Print (continued)
VDP Workﬂow

There are several aspects of the variable data print workﬂow that make it different
from a typical print workﬂow. First, in addition to the content and design being based
on general user goals, variable data documents are based on information known
about an individual. Second, in addition to content and layout decisions made by a
designer, variable data rules determine some of the content. Third, while images are
normally embedded in a document, variable printing can also store images outside
the document and insert them as needed. Fourth, although parts of most variable
documents will be ﬁxed, they also contain variable content areas. Finally, printing
traditional print documents results in a single version while variable data documents
output many unique versions, often reusing shared elements.
The diagram below illustrates the main components of a variable data workﬂow.
User data, text and images are stored in databases outside the design ﬁle. VDP
software handles both the design and the rules that control what content gets
inserted. The VDP software then takes each set of user criteria, inserts text and
images according to the rules and exports a ﬁle to be printed. This setup is signiﬁcant
because it allows content to be stored and updated separately from the design and
allows designs to be customized.

Workﬂow Diagram

User Info
Database

Rules

Layout
Template

Digital
Printer

VDP Software

Printing

Content
Database

Storage
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Variable Data Print (continued)
Conditional
Logic
Statements

Customization decisions in the VDP workﬂow depend on conditional logic rules.
These rules can be conceptually thought of as a sequence of Yes / No questions
similar to the process of elimination. When implemented in the VDP workﬂow,
designers can create rules that connect user information from a database to text
and image assets thereby controlling how a document is customized. The software
then translates these rules into conditional logic statements, implemented in
computer programming language as If-Else statements.

FAVORITE
COLOR

YES

BLUE

NO

BLUEBOX.TIF
YES

NO

RED

REDBOX.TIF

YELLOWBOX.TIF

The diagram from Data-Driven Print by Patricia Sorce and Michael Pletka illustrates
how the If-Else decision-making process functions like a ﬂow chart.

Signiﬁcance
Conditional logic rules can greatly reduce the work involved in designing multiple
versions and creates the opportunity for one-to-one customization. A basic
knowledge of conditional logic programming is important to this thesis because
it fosters the kind of sequential decision-making process a designer needs to
consider when creating these customizable documents. This basic overview
also makes it clear that the general logic-based language is ﬂexible enough to
accommodate any type of information, including user characteristics.

Research
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Variable Data Print (continued)
Will the beneﬁts of on-demand VDP be worth the costs?
To understand the current capabilities of VDP software and determine the costs
afﬁliated with employing VDP, Erich Lehman, Prepress Facilities Coordinator in
the School of Design at Rochester Institute of Technology was interviewed.
Variable Content Software
According to Erich Lehman, current VDP software does exist that would make
implementation of variable layouts possible. Plug-ins like XMPie uDirect, for
industry standard design software like Adobe InDesign, enable designers to add
database connectivity and variable text and imagery to their projects. However,
Atlas Software
to achieve overall page layout variability, cumbersome work arounds and complex
PrintShop Mail
database rules would need to be employed and the time involved could quickly
Creo Print OnDemand
outweigh the beneﬁts. Software plug-ins like XMPie uDirect that enable content
Solutions (PODS)
variability, costing only a few thousand dollars, are much more accessible to
Darwin VI Authoring Tool
small and medium sized organizations.
Manufacturers and
their currently available
VDP software:

Document Services
xPresso
Em Software
InData
PageFlex
PageFlex Persona
Cross Media Suite
Printable Technologies
fusionPro Designer
Saepio
Agilis Marketing Suite
Sansui
xPublisha
XMPie
uDirect

Variable Layout Software
More powerful software like Pageﬂex begin to add support for variable layout.
PageFlex’s Persona Cross Media Suite can customize “the selection of content,
the size and position of each and every design element, the appearance and
attributes of every design element, the number and size of pages and the delivery
method (print, web, e-mail).” (Pageﬂex, 2007) This Pageﬂex software can also
perform adjustments based on the inserted variable content to “distribute the
amount and location of white space on each page, insert additional elements based
on the space available, and reduce or eliminate images when there is too much text
for the document.” (Pageﬂex, 2007) However, this additional functionality comes at
a high price, with a price tag in the tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars. This
places this type of software outside the budget of most small and medium sized
design ﬁrms and companies.
VDP for Consistent Brand Identity
Erich Lehman described a PageFlex case study where variable data print software
was being used by car dealerships to customize direct mail while allowing the
company headquarters to control brand identity on these printed materials. In
this approach the company can design templates and control the possible layouts,
images and tag lines. This ensures that the individual dealerships adhere to brand
identity guidelines while using their customer database and dealership-speciﬁc
information to make more relevant customer communications. This use of VDP, in
which variable text and images are selected and placed into a limited number of
templates, is an approach that could be a useful inﬂuence for the design application
of this thesis. It offers control over design integrity while still allowing variability
of content.
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Variable Data Print (continued)
Training and Support Costs
Related to the cost of the software are expenses associated with training designers,
software users and support personnel. While plug-ins like XMPie uDirect that
integrate into existing software are more easily learned in a few days, more complex
software like PageFlex could take months to master. In either case a designer with
the appropriate VDP knowledge would be required for the initial design as well as
for any updates and technical support down the line.
Turnaround Production
A possible approach to implementing VDP that was discussed involves designing
and programming a touch screen kiosk interface that could take the visitor’s
responses to questions and create and print a customized document, much like a
Kodak Picture Maker prints photos with borders and text based on customer’s input
on a kiosk. Erich Lehman suggested two reasons why this may be difﬁcult. Current
VDP software requires the designer to manually connect to a database and export a
set of variations in Portable Document Format (PDF). Then, this PDF is also manually
submitted to the printer. Therefore, this scenario would require special scripts to be
programmed for both the VDP software and computer operating system.
Erich Lehman suggested a more feasible scenario where a potential customer
would ﬁll out a form online and either have their customized document mailed to
them or pick it up somewhere. The customer’s selections could be easily stored in
a database and a remote operator could create and print a bundle of customized
documents at the end of the day. Although requiring more time this method could
be easily be implemented.
Signiﬁcance
This conversation was beneﬁcial to this thesis in two ways. First, it provided a
good overview of the types of VDP software currently available and their capabilities.
This allows any decisions about ways to implement VDP in a thesis application to
take into account the practical constraints of the software and real world technical
concerns. Second, it offered insight in a less hardware focused way, allowing for
more understanding of workﬂow necessities and how VDP solutions ﬁt into a
business organization.
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Print Customization
Marketing and
Direct Mailing

In their research-based book Data-Driven Print, Patricia Sorce and Michael Pletka
present data and strategies on how to make VDP a valuable marketing asset in
business. They use data-driven print as a more general term to describe printed
personalized communication. The many real world data-driven examples examined
in this text help illustrate how the information that companies already possess can
be implemented through VDP into valuable documents that help acquire, serve
and retain customers.
Signiﬁcance
The ability to customize documents to each user demonstrates VDP’s potential to
address differences on an individual level. By simply adjusting the content, and thus
the message, different outcomes are possible. In the same way, by adding the ability
to change design elements, designs can be tailored to convey content in more
meaningful and focused ways to speciﬁc individuals.

This example, used in Data Driven Print, is a typical example of a direct mail piece used in the
automotive industry. It takes information known about a customer (name, car purchased, date
last serviced) and uses it to create a personalized communication that captures the customer’s
attention and business.
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Print Customization (continued)
Transactional
Documents

By far the oldest and most common form of VDP documents today are transactional
documents. These documents are printed pieces that list transactions or entries from
a database, like billing statements or purchase receipts. The purpose behind these
documents is usually to present a large amount of data to a user in an organized form
that makes it easy for them to understand and refer to.
8vo
One company that has been dealt with transactional documents for quite some
time was 8vo. Since 1991, when they worked on the American Express billing
statement, 8vo was involved in redesigning transactional documents for credit card,
energy, and telecommunication companies. In each case, they not only integrate
solid typographic and spatial grid systems, but also address user difﬁculties related
to readability and legibility.
Signiﬁcance
Although transactional documents often deal with numerical data from a database,
they face many of the same challenges as documents with variable text and imagery.
Most transactional documents resolve problems related to hierarchy and use of
space, as well as the challenge of an uncertain amount of content, by employing grids
and clear typographic hierarchy. It is clear that both of these aspects of design will
be important to consider when designing a system to accommodate customizable
information.

This example of billing statement by 8vo is a template that speciﬁes distinct content
modules and their locations, with a strict adherence to the baseline grid.
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Print Customization (continued)
Multiple
Language
Translation

In her article Designing for Translation or Other Variable Data Printing, Elisabetta
Bruno introduces how customization can create cost savings when dealing with
multiple language translations. Using VDP allows a single template to be used to
substitute each of the different languages as appropriate. She presents the text and
layout problems, like text overﬂow and variable content area overlaps, that can occur
and provides some tips for dealing with this application of variable data print.
Signiﬁcance
In Ellen Lupton’s book Thinking with Type she states that “Polygot (multilingual)
books display a text in several languages simultaneously, demanding complex
divisions of the [page layout].” Thus, Bruno’s article shows how VDP can address a
real design problem. Language translation also addresses a key user difference that
could be instrumental in making a document more usable to a large audience. Finally,
the article helps expand the deﬁnition of variable data print beyond direct marketing.

In this example from the book Graphis Diagrams, the text is translated into three languages that
coexist on every page. The same written information could be displayed using a single column with
VDP, thus increasing space for imagery and removing the two unused languages.
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Usability
International
Standards
Organization
(ISO)

Five Dimensions
of Usability

The International Standards Organization (ISO), well-known for its development
of standards for industrial processes and product quality, deﬁnes usability as “...
the effectiveness, efﬁciency and satisfaction with which speciﬁc users can achieve
speciﬁed goals in a particular environment.” (ISO 9241-11) This standard then
further deﬁnes each component as follows:
Effectiveness

The accuracy and completeness with which speciﬁed users
can achieve speciﬁed goals in particular environments

Efﬁciency

The resources expended in relation to the accuracy
and completeness of goals achieved

Satisfaction

The comfort and acceptability of the work system to its users
and other people affected by its use

In her article The Five Dimensions of Usability, Whitney Quesenbery attempts to
move beyond the task and performance focused deﬁnition provided by ISO, and
expands the deﬁnition of usability to ﬁve aspects that describe the end result the
user experience:
Effective

The completeness and accuracy with which users achieve their
goals, which range from ﬁnding information and completing a task
to just having fun.

Efﬁcient

The speed and accuracy with which users can complete their task.

Engaging

The degree to which the tone and style of the product makes it
pleasant or satisfying to use.

Error Tolerant

How well the design prevents errors, or helps recovery from
those that do occur.

Easy to Learn

How well the product supports both initial orientation and
deepening understanding of its capabilities and content.

Signiﬁcance
These deﬁnitions are useful to this thesis in that they provide concrete ways to
look at, address and evaluate design solutions. Addressing effectiveness involves
understanding the user and his or her goals, and customizing the information to
reach these goals. Addressing efﬁciency involves considering user task models and
adjusting layout and categorization accordingly. Addressing engagement methods
might involve varying the choice of language, mode of interaction or aesthetic
decisions in a visual layout. Addressing error tolerance involves anticipating different
types of mistakes and misunderstandings based on certain user characteristics and
incorporating adjustments accordingly. Finally, addressing the ease of use involves
simplifying or providing additional aids depending on a user’s background
or experience with a topic.
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Usability (continued)
Usability
Trade-offs

Every design situation has differing priorities and needs that often require trade-offs
between which aspects are given the most attention and which aspects will remain
less developed. While one design project may have a stronger focus on accuracy and
efﬁciency, another may have more focus on engagement and usefulness. Ideally, a
design solution will address all the aspects of usability to some degree.
In her article, The Five Aspects of Usability, Whitney Quesenbery introduces a model
that illustrates this concept of determining the varying weight and importance of
the aspects of usability. She explains that different users have conﬂicting needs and
that these needs vary depending on function, time, and context changes. Another
view of the trade-offs involved in addressing usability is presented in Lidwell, Holden
and Butler’s book, Universal Principles of Design. In their example, the trade-off is
between ﬂexibility and usability. In this case, as a product is designed to include
a wider audience with greater ranges of abilities, skills and needs, the product
generally becomes more complicated and the usability of the product declines.
Signiﬁcance
Considering usability trade-offs will be important to this thesis study. When a ﬁnal
application is chosen, some consideration will need to be placed on which aspects
are vital to success and which can sufﬁce with minimal attention. The size and
diversity of the audience for any particular product will also inﬂuence how much
ﬂexibility, or customization, the ﬁnal design solution should include.

(Above) This example from Universal Principles of Design by Lidwell, Holden and Butler demonstrates
the trade-off between ease of use and efﬁciency to added functionality and relevance. By customizing
design for the purpose of usability this thesis study aims to achieve the best of both worlds.
(Above Left) This diagram shows the priority put on each of the ﬁve dimensions of usability for a
speciﬁc product. In this case “efﬁciency and error tolerance will require special attention to ensure
that failures in these dimensions do not undercut the overall success.” (Quesenbery, 2003)
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User Differences
Individual
Differences

In Patrick Jordon’s book An Introduction to Usability, the author presents a scope
of usability in which four overall user characteristics affect usability: experience,
domain knowledge, culture and age.
Experience

Relates to both the speciﬁc or related products
Example: User knowledge of the page layout software QuarkXPress
would be a factor in how a tutorial for InDesign would be presented.

Domain Knowledge

Refers to knowledge of the task or subject matter
Example: User knowledge of design and layout would be
a factor in how a tutorial for InDesign software is constructed.

Culture

Affects how people interact with products; includes
standards, conventions, and physical differences
Example: The color red may evoke different associations
for people from different countries, from love and celebration
to war and mourning.

Age

Impacts interests, physical strength and differing
sets of accumulated knowledge
Example: Chairs are often designed for users of differnet ages,
such as chairs whose seats are easier to get in and out and
children’s seats that place them at normal table height.

Signiﬁcance
Users are a primary focus of this thesis and play an important role in the design
process. It is beneﬁcial to include feedback from end users in almost any stage of
the product design process from research through implementation. Performing user
testing and getting feedback allows improvements based on actual user concerns
to be incorporated and eliminates assumptions or stereotypes about users that
designers may have. While usability focuses on the ability of users to accomplish
tasks, it is also important to understand individual and collective challenges users
face in order to anticipate and address their needs. Thus, collecting and determining
a wide range of user traits and associated abilities is an important part of this thesis.
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User Differences (continued)
Multiple
Intelligences

Howard Gardner, a psychologist and professor at Harvard University, has had
a substantial inﬂuence on education and learning with his theories on human
intelligence. In his book Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences
he presents a view of human intelligence in which everyone actually possesses
several different intellectual strengths.
The eight intellectual tendencies he describes are: Linguistic, Bodily-Kinesthetic,
Spatial, Musical, Logical-Mathematical, Intrapersonal, Interpersonal and Naturalist.
Each type of intelligence is predisposed to different modes of understanding and
learning. For example, someone who has a strong disposition towards spatial
intelligence would be sensitive to colors, shapes, symmetry and images. They
would be inclined to representing ideas visually, notice visual details and be
good at drawing.
One prominent advocate of Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences is
Thomas Armstrong who has published several books related to learning and human
development. In his book Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom he shows how
multiple intelligences related to learning and teaching. See Appendix B for examples.
Signiﬁcance
With the proper understanding of each of these intelligences teachers, or anyone
who needs to effectively convey information or concepts, can apply different
presentation or teaching methods to ensure that everyone has an equal chance to
be engaged. Although addressing multiple intelligences would greatly aid usability
it would be difﬁcult to integrate this theory into this thesis since the methods of
identifying these intelligences often involves lengthy questionnaires and direct
observations.

Learning Styles

Silver, Strong and Perini, in their book So Each May Learn, take this idea of
multiple intelligences, or the ways people demonstrate intellectual ability, and
make connections to three learning styles: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. Users
who are disposed to a certain type of intelligence will generally be inclined to learn
through one of these channels. By cross referencing learning styles with multiple
intelligences, the authors demonstrate how each type of intelligence can best
be taught in order to produce the most effective transmission of information.
Signiﬁcance
Learning styles provide a model of users based on how they understand and
learn best from different presentation methods. Many of these learning styles
also involve methods other than visual, printed materials such as lectures and
interactive activities that would be difﬁcult to implement in variable data print
documents. However, the approaches used in this theory provides insight into
additional design approaches that may be helpful, such as incorporating a strong
visual rhythm, changing the style of prose or including self-reﬂective questions.
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User Differences (continued)
Accessibility

Creating solutions that are designed to be usable regardless of a user’s visual or
physical disability or impairment is the focus of accessibility. Demographic groups
included in these types of considerations range from people with low vision to
blindness, to situational or emotional impairment, to permanent physical disability
as well as any other situation where average sensory or physical abilities do not
function within the normal human range of capabilities.
Microsoft’s Accessibility website and Paul Arthur, of Public Works Canada, provide
informative explanations, conditions and examples of many types of disabilities. The
following three excerpts relate strongly to vision and language in design. Additional
impairments include literacy impairment, which is “descriptive of persons that are
functionally illiterate in the language that the message is expressed in” (Arthur, 1988),
and situational impairment, which includes “persons that are [temporarily] angry,
apprehensive, confused or distraught.” (Arthur, 1988)

Disabilities
and Impairments

Visual Impairments include persons with low vision or poor eyesight, partial
eyesight, and sight anomalies such as color deﬁciency and reduced ﬁelds of vision.
Most of these impairments create issues of legibility and are often addressed
through careful typographic choices. (Arthur, 1988) (Microsoft, 2006)
Learning Impairments include persons with conditions from “dyslexia and attention
deﬁcit disorder to retardation.” These conditions often create difﬁculties in processing
problems and can interfere with the learning process. “Many individuals with
learning difﬁculties and impairments are perfectly capable of learning if information
is presented to them in a form and at a pace that is appropriate to them individually.
Reducing visual distractions can also aid the learning process for many people.”
(Microsoft, 2006)
Language Impairments include persons with “conditions such as aphasia (loss or
impairment of the power to use or comprehend words, often as a result of brain
damage), delayed speech (a symptom of cognitive impairment), and other conditions
resulting in difﬁculties remembering, solving problems, or perceiving sensory
information. For people who have these difﬁculties and impairments, complex
or inconsistent visual displays or word choices can make [tasks] more difﬁcult.”
(Microsoft, 2006)
Signiﬁcance
Understanding the difﬁculties and challenges people face when using printed matter
is vital to addressing their needs. By drawing on the extensive research and proven
results from large corporations and advocacy organizations, addressing these users
becomes a matter of identifying the challenges and implementing the corresponding
design adjustments. However, usability goes beyond simply making design
accessible, it makes it effective, efﬁcient, easy to learn, error tolerant, and engaging.
The hurdle of making it accessible is simply the ﬁrst step in making customized
design usable at the individual level.
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Universal Design
When accessibility is expanded to making design usable by as many people as
possible, it is called universal, inclusive, or barrier-free design. Lidwell, Holden and
Butler describe this approach as one in which “designs should be usable by people
of diverse abilities, without special adaptation or modiﬁcation.” In their book,
Universal Principles of Design, they describe four characteristics of universal design.
Perceptibility

Everyone can perceive the design, regardless of sensory abilities

Operability

Everyone can use the design, regardless of physical abilities

Simplicity

Everyone can easily understand and use the design, regardless
of experience, literacy, or concentration level

Forgiveness

Everyone can easily avoid and minimize consequences of errors

The Center for Universal Design at the North Carolina State University also produced
a set of principles that describe the aspects of Universal Design. These principles
share the consideration of the user, however are more focused on ensuring that
design is equally easy to use and accommodating to everyone regardless of any
user differences or abilities.
Equitable

Does not disadvantage, stigmatize or privilege any users.

Flexible

Accommodates a wide range of individual user preferences
and varying functional abilities.

Intuitive

Is easy to understand regardless of the user’s experience,
knowledge, language skills or concentration level.

Perceptible

Communicates all necessary information to all users
regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s abilities.

Safe

Minimizes hazards and adverse consequences of accidental
or unintended actions.

Easy

Can be used efﬁciently, comfortably and with minimal fatigue.

Accommodating

Provides appropriate size and space for approach and use
regardless of body size, posture, or functional abilities.

Signiﬁcance
At ﬁrst, this approach of designing a single universal solution may seem at odds
with producing many customized print documents. However, they shared the
underlying goal of reaching the widest possible audience and meeting everyone’s
needs. Aside from addressing issues of physical and cognitive abilities, this approach
to design touches upon many other important user differences that this thesis hopes
to address, like previous experience and knowledge, culture and language, and
situational variables. This thesis shares the goal of making design equally usable
for everyone.
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Typography
Rolf Rehe’s book, Typography: How to Make it Most Legible, is a collection and
analysis of research that offers many insights into typographic design. The research
focuses primarily on reading speed and comprehension and “ﬁnding the typographic
arrangements best facilitating these factors, [as well as] ﬁnding such typographic
variables which please the eye [and achieve] reader attention and response.”
(Rehe, 12)
For several aspects of typography, Rehe offers recommendations:
Typeface

Avoid all caps, use large lowercase type or bold

Type Size

Between 8 - 12 points depending on typeface

Leading or Line Spacing

For 10 point type, use leading of 1 - 4 points

Line Length

Typically 10 - 12 words per line or 80 mm

Typographic Arrangement

Use unjustiﬁed, possibly aids legibility

Color and Contrast

Black type on white or cream background

In addition, Rehe mentions that left aligned paragraph text creates a more
contemporary, relaxed typographic style and old style and Arabic numerals are more
legible than Roman. He stresses that “type size, line width, and leading should
always be considered together since these variables greatly inter-relate.” (Rehe, 21)
Reading and Comprehension Speed
Throughout the book Rehe explains how each variable either helps or hinders
reading speed, cognition and visual time spent comprehending text. For example,
he found that “smaller type sizes simply reduce visibility of the type and hamper
the all important word recognition” and “larger sizes force readers to perceive
words in sections, rather than as a whole, and consequently slow down reading
speed.” (Rehe, 28)
Learning Materials
For addressing learning and tables, Rehe offers some speciﬁc suggestions.
“When learning is the major concern, diagrammatic presentation should be used,
and, when reader preference is taken into consideration, tabular presentation should
be selected. Tables should be set in at least 8 point type, with generous leading. The
material should be broken into vertical groups of ﬁve, with the ﬁrst column in bold
face, and at least one pica space and/or rule between the columns. Tables should
not be too long and not be crowded by too many columns.” (Rehe, 44)
Signiﬁcance
Rehe’s research-based approach to making typographic decisions is actually quite
user-centered and lends itself well to this thesis. Although many of the suggestions
provide one ﬁnal solution, many others like his advice on type size and reading
comprehension illustrate how to adjust the typographic variable for different
objectives. Rehe’s collection of research is important to this thesis because it
provides some concrete ways to adjust type for various users and purposes.
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Typography (continued)
Typographic
Hierarchy

In her book, Thinking with Type, Ellen Lupton presents contemporary typography as
having “borrowed not from literary criticism but from human-computer interaction
(HCI) studies and the ﬁelds of interface and usability design. The dominant subject
of our age has become neither reader nor writer but user, a ﬁgure conceived as a
bundle of needs and impairments - cognitive, physical, emotional.” (Lupton, 73)
From this user-centered frame of mind, Lupton proceeds to explain the importance
of typographic hierarchy to the user. She explains that a typographic hierarchy is both
an organizing system for content and a method to emphasize or diminish information
importance. It helps a reader “scan a text and pick and choose among its offerings.”
(Lupton, 94)
A typographic hierarchy is composed of levels that are “signaled by one or more
cues, applied consistently across a body of text.” These cues can take many forms
from indentation, line spacing and page placement to the size, style or color of the
typeface. “Inﬁnite variations are possible.” (Lupton, 94)
An example that illustrates the power and ﬂexibility of a well devised typographic
hierarchy are Internet search engines. When the results of a search are listed on
the webpage, typographic style sheets differentiate the parts through the use of
color, size, weight or underlining (Lupton, 99). These typographic styles establish a
hierarchy that makes the job of sifting through the results easier.

Signiﬁcance
It is clear that by employing typography and typographic hierarchy, the effort placed
on the user to differentiate and prioritize information can be greatly reduced. What
makes set typographic styles even more relevant to this thesis are their ability to be
implemented on variable data, like search engine results.
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Grids / Visual Organization
How will graphic design accommodate this customizing while maintaining
its integrity?
Ellen Lupton’s Thinking with Type also offers substantial insights into the use of
grids and their ability to structure collections of data and text. Among the aspects
of the grid covered are columns and zones. Lupton suggests that multi-column
grids “provide ﬂexible formats for publications that have a complex hierarchy or that
integrate text and illustrations” and that “the more columns you create, the more
ﬂexible your grid becomes.” The grid can also be used to “articulate the hierarchy by
creating zones for different kinds of content.” (Lupton, 142) In this way the clarity
and consistency of content placement makes ﬁnding information easier.
“Designing in response to the internal pressures of content (text, image, data) and
the outer edge or frame (page, screen, window), an effective grid is not a rigid
formula but a ﬂexible and resilient structure, a skeleton that moves in concert with
the muscular mass of information.” (Lupton, 112)
The grid offers a strong yet ﬂexible way to not only structure and organize information
but to unify sets of pages with varying content. Grids establish rules and constraints
on graphic variables that ensure consistency among the set of possible layouts.
However, in his book Designing Programmes, Karl Gerstner brings up the point
that although the typographic grid facilitates consistency within a design the real
challenge in employing the grid is ﬁnding the right balance between the greatest
possible variability and constant elements. (Gerstner, 57)

This example from Karl Gerstner’s book Designing Programmes shows how a set of rules and
underlying unit grid can be used to create designs that are ﬂexible to varying sizes and formats.

Signiﬁcance
When Ellen Lupton describes the role of the grid as one of “unifying sets of pages
with varying content” (Lupton, 110) she could very well be talking about variable data
print. Karl Gerstner also suggests that grids are useful in working with variability. Thus,
it is clear that grids will be vital to the ﬁnal thesis application to not only structure and
organize variable text and images but also to help maintain a strong visual identity
across each version.
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Systems Design
A systems approach to design means that considerations of relationships, similarities
and connections between the components of individual layouts of a design series are
carefully attended to. These components can relate to any aspects related to design
from color, typography and imagery to spatial, language and concept considerations.
In addition to providing consistency, systems design creates a unity among all the
individual pieces which serves to strengthen the series as a whole. It allows each
additional piece to provide more depth and meaning to the rest.

This series of book covers from the book Making and Breaking the Grid by Timothy Samara shows
how a set of book covers for the gospels of the Bible employ spatial, imagery and typographic
systems considerations. An imagery system uses only duotone photographic images. A typography
system is used to consistently differentiate title, subtitle and authors. A spatial system is used for
the placement of text elements and focal points in the imagery.

Signiﬁcance
Systems design will play an important role not only in visually uniting the varying
versions of the application for this thesis but ensuring a consistent level of quality
in the varying content as well. Spatial and typographic systems will be important
to coordinate the varying layout and text adjustments. Also, language systems will
help ensure variables such as content depth and sentence complexity will remain
compatible with other design components.
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Matrix A

Customization Examples with Usability Analysis
Purpose

Will customized documents make information more accessible and/or usable
to individuals?

Criteria

To address this key question examples of customization were collected, including
examples outside of print customization. This wide range of examples, from
maps and clothing to postcards and magazines, allowed for greater insight into
customization in the broadest sense. These examples were then evaluated on ﬁve
key aspects of usability and the impact customization played in making the product
easier to use.
Five key aspects of usability were devised based on Quesenbury’s ﬁve dimensions
of usability and the ISO usability deﬁnitions covered in the research section.
(See page 20)

Signiﬁcance

Usefulness

The degree to which the design helps users achieve their goals.
(Value, Relevance, Helpfulness, Completeness)

Efﬁciency

The degree to which the design facilitates speed and accuracy.
(Consistency, Visibility, Automation)

Satisfaction

The degree to which the design makes users feel comfortable.
(Attractiveness, Likability, Credibility)

Forgiveness

The degree to which the design prevents errors and helps
recovery from those that do occur.
(Validation, Feedback, Reversibility)

Learnability

The degree to which the design supports both initial orientation
and deepening understanding of capabilities and content.
(Intuitiveness, Predictability, Flexibility)

Evaluating customized products according to these ﬁve criteria offered insight
into which aspects of usability are primarily being addressed. It became apparent
that certain types of information and products used customization in more
productive ways. These were the cases where customization was used to make
the user’s task easier to perform. Examples like large text versions and multiple
language books use versions to present information in alternate formats and
focused on adding usefulness and efﬁciency.
In cases where the focus of customization was more for the company’s sake,
usability aspects were more focused on creating relevancy to the customer
(usefulness) and their needs (satisfaction). These included cases like postcard
promotions and magazine covers where personal information such as the
customer’s ﬁrst name, address or previous purchase was the focus of
customization. They were generally less successful because the degree to
which they made the product more usable to the user was relatively low.
See matrices on pages 36 - 38 for examples of customization usability analysis.
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Matrix A

Customization Examples with Usability Analysis

Usefulness
Description

Value and
completeness

Efﬁciency
Speed
and accuracy

Satisfy Unique Needs
Reader’s Digest

Same format and
content but with
larger print.

Mapquest.com
Highlighted routes

Harry Potter
Translated book

Dell Computers
Hardware is mixed
and matched online
as desired

Customization helped
Tremendously
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all

Satisfaction

Likability
and comfort

Forgiveness
Error prevention
and recovery

Learnability
Intuitiveness
and orientation
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Matrix A

Customization Examples with Usability Analysis

Usefulness
Description

Value and
completeness

Efﬁciency
Speed
and accuracy

Provide Information
Hospital Signage
Directional wayﬁnding
signage that is unique
to individual spaces
in a building

Financial Statement
Numbers, graphs,
news and advice are
unique to each
customer’s account

Sell Products
VDP Postcard
Name and address,
coupon amount and
code, and photo are all
customized based on
customer proﬁle

Reason Magazine
Personalized cover
with aerial photo of
subscriber’s home

Customization helped
Tremendously
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all

Satisfaction

Likability
and comfort

Forgiveness
Error prevention
and recovery

Learnability
Intuitiveness
and orientation
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Matrix A

Customization Examples with Usability Analysis

Usefulness
Description

Value and
completeness

Efﬁciency
Speed
and accuracy

Personalize Products
Music Song
Limited number of
preselected names
replaced in the
song’s lyrics

Vanity Plates
Vehicle license plate
characters are chosen
as desired

Customization helped
Tremendously
Substantially
Somewhat
Not at all

Satisfaction
Likability and
comfort

Forgiveness
Error prevention
and recovery

Learnability
Intuitiveness
and orientation
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Matrix B

Customization Objectives vs. Degree of Customization
Purpose

What levels of customization will be appropriate in addressing user differences?

Criteria

To explore the relationship between the degree of customization and the impact
of the customization, this matrix plots customization objectives against the number
of possible unique outcomes. This matrix uses the examples from Matrix A and
cross references the degree and purpose of customization in each.

Signiﬁcance

This matrix provides a comparative view of customization examples in order to
assess what an appropriate balance of objectives to amount of customization might
be. By placing customization examples in this arrangement it is possible to see
patterns in the goals of products with similar degrees of customization. This matrix
also sheds light on the relationships between the degree of customization and types
of information customized.
In the top left corner of Matrix B the products all achieve relatively useful objectives
with only a few variations, such as books with several language versions or computer
system customization with a limited set of choices. In the bottom right corner, the
high degree of customization of the products provides relatively little actual beneﬁt
to the user. Examples include T-shirts with custom designs printed on them and
magazines with personalized text and images meant simply to attract attention.
See matrix on page 40.
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Matrix B

Customization Objectives vs. Degree of Customization

Number of Possible Customized Outcomes
Inﬁnite

One
< 10

< 100

< 1,000

< 10,000

< 1,000,000

< 10,000,000

Purpose of
Customization

Satisfy
Unique
Needs

Provide
Information

Sell
Products

Personalize
Products

Example Descriptions
Satisfy Unique Needs
Provide Information
Sell Products
Personalize Products

Harry Potter book translations, Dell custom computers, Levi’s custom ﬁt jeans
Site speciﬁc wayﬁnding signage, merchandise labels, customized newsletter content
Personalized car dealership postcard, Reason Magazine personalized cover
Jessica Simpson music with name substitutions, vanity license plate, custom graphics t-shirt
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Matrix C

Design Strategies Related to User Difﬁculties
Purpose

Do people read documents differently? If so, what factors are inﬂuential?
Can differences in thinking and learning styles be mediated through
customized design solutions?

Criteria

To address the many different factors that inﬂuence how a product or design
is used, a compilation and organization of user differences was created. Based
on research sources and feedback from thesis advisors, three main sections
were devised. These sections were intended to encompass the wide range of
inﬂuences on usability:
Inherent
Inherited or developed
physical and cognitive traits

Visual Impairments
Low Vision, Color Blindness
Learning Disabilities
ADD, Dyslexia
Cognitive Abilities
Memory, Perception, Attention Span

Learned
Acquired or conditioned
language or social tendencies

Education
Vocabulary, Reading Level, Literacy
Culture
Standards, Values, Schema
Language
Conventions, Translation

Situational
Circumstantial or imposed
task and environmental factors

Task
Goal, Time, Past Experience
Environment
Lighting, Distance, Materials
Emotions
Attitude, Expectations

Signiﬁcance

Within these broad sections in the matrices on the following pages are lists of both
speciﬁc and general differences that users face or may be inﬂuenced by. Adjacent
to each of these speciﬁc differences are associated aspects that may cause difﬁculty.
Finally, the last column lists possible design strategies, obtained from research,
to address the speciﬁc difﬁculties users may face related to inherent, learned, or
situational differences.
The matrices on the following pages brings together a wide range of user differences
and provides several beneﬁts. First, it organizes them in a way that makes connections
not only between similar user difﬁculties but shared design approaches. Secondly,
this matrix provides a quick reference when making design decisions for variably
customized documents.
See matrices on pages 42 - 43.
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Matrix C

Design Strategies Related to User Difﬁculties
Possible Difﬁculties

Design Strategies

Impairments
ADD

need to learn by doing

pace, repetition

Dyslexia

difﬁculty processing info

multiple presentation modes
reduce visual distractions

Impairments
Low vision

legibility

type/background contrast

Inherent
Differences
Learning

Visual

Red/Green
Color blindness
Age-associated
Astigmatism
Cognitive

color value choice/contrast
reading small print

type size, typeface choice

Impairments
Short-Term
Memory

trouble remembering
and solving problems

grouping, memory aids
consistency, word choices
redundant coding methods
simpliﬁcation

Perception

difﬁcult to focus on elements

easily separated elements

distinguishability

foreground/background

inability to discern details
with distracting elements

remove unnecessary clutter

selective attention

zone information

comprehension

meaningful structure

limited time to get info

reduce amount info
focus attention
zone information

Attention Span
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Matrix C

Design Strategies Related to User Difﬁculties
Possible Difﬁculties

Design Strategies

comprehension

sentence complexity

Learned
Differences
Education

Culture

Language

Vocabulary
Reading Level

grouping / clustering

Literacy

word choice

Conventions
Standards

miscommunication

visual vs. written

Values

offensive text/images

alternate text/graphics

Schema /
Mental Models

different understandings

organize info differently
meaningful names/icons
use familiar metaphors

Second Language

comprehension
reading conventions

information zoning
visual vs. written

Translation

readability

interchangeable modules

Content / Domain
Experience

previous knowledge

complexity of information
amount of detail

interest

strategies to engage user

different design needs

information organization

learning vs. reference

information choice

Situational
Differences
Task

Goal

entertainment vs. work

Environment

User (Affect)

Time

limited timeframe

informative headings
content organization
progressive disclosure
promote pape scanning

Lighting

poor / low

higher contrast
larger type
less condensed layout

Distance

close / far

Attention

divided / multi-tasking

focal points / emphasis
ample negative space
typographic rules
clear hierarchy
pattern / rhythm

Attitude

low motivation

simpler approach
relate to interests
more depth / complexity

Expectations
Emotional State
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Matrix D

Semantic Operations
Purpose

The ﬁrst part of the matrix on the following page looks at the elements, principles,
and methods that graphic design employs and their relationship to semantic
operations. Do certain graphic elements and principles lend themselves to certain
operations? Which ones can be changed in multiple ways?
The second part of this matrix explores the ways in which various difﬁculties faced
by innate, learned, and situational user differences can be changed at the most
basic level. Could these user difﬁculties be addressed through the use of semantic
operations by adding, subtracting, adjusting, substituting, or exchanging elements
on a page?

Criteria
Each user and graphic design consideration is categorized into one of the ﬁve basic
operations that can be performed upon them. These operations are:
Subtraction
Addition
Adjustment
Substitution
Exchange

Taking something away
Adding something new
Changing an existing element
Taking something away and replacing it with something new
Changing positions between existing elements

Signiﬁcance
Looking at graphic design elements, principles, and methods and how they relate to
the semantic operations helps establish the ways in which they can be customized.
Correlating this knowledge helps identify the shared operations between the two.
By identifying the shared methods in which both of these topics can be changed,
the appropriate graphic design approaches can be selected for speciﬁc user needs.
See matrices on pages 45 - 46.
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Matrix D

Semantic Operations - Graphic Design Considerations

Elements
Subtraction

taking something
away

Principles

Methods

Emphasis

Redundant Coding

Negative Space

Addition

adding something new

Focal Point
Typographic Rules

Adjustment

changing an
existing element

Repetition

Type Size & Weight
Typeface

Similarity

Colors

Scale

Value / Density

Contrast

Hierarchy
Clustering

Substitution

taking something away
and replacing it with
something new

Modules
Information Zoning
Written vs. Visual
Explanations

Exchange

changing positions
between existing
elements

Pattern & Rhythm
Columns

Sequence

Flowlines

Continuation, Alignment

Figure & Ground

Proximity

Grouping or Clustering
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Matrix D

Semantic Operations - User Differences

Inherent
Subtraction

taking something
away

Example
Removing elements
simpliﬁes and unclutters
the page so less
attention is required.

Addition

adding something new

Example
Adding elements, like
color or lines, can help
point out important
information.

Adjustment

changing an
existing element

Learned

Situational

Attention Span

Divided Attention

Limits of
Short Term Memory

Low Motivation

Cognitive Processing
Difficulties

Readability

Attention Span
Limits of
Short Term Memory

Divided Attention

Color Blindness

Divided Attention

Legibility

Misinterpretation

Legibility

Example
Changing a property
of an element, like size
or tone, can make it
easier to read.

Substitution

Comprehension

taking something away
and replacing it with
something new

Example
Replacing text with
a simpler language
alternate can make it
easier to understand.

Exchange

changing positions
between existing
elements

Example
Using a language’s
conventional date and
time formatting promotes
familiarity and helps
avoid misinterpretation.

Readability
Cognitive Processing
Difficulties

Misinterpretation

Cultural Conventions
Language Difference

Low Motivation
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Print Customization Criteria and Applications
Purpose

Which types of print materials would be viable and useful in a customized format?

Criteria

Introducing variability and a usability focus to print documents offers many
advantages, but also includes constraints. In order to make variable print documents
focused on usability viable (cost and time effective) and useful (providing additional
beneﬁts, certain basic criteria must be met. Based upon practical considerations,
the following criteria were determined to help select appropriate formats:

Applications

Print Artifact

The ﬁnal application must relate to print since
Variable Data Print involves customizing print.

Large, Diverse
Audience

Productive customization requires a substantial number
and an appropriately diverse range of users.

Task-Oriented

Usability considerations focus primarily on user tasks
and how design solutions help or hinder users in
achieving their objectives.

Using the above criteria and examples from research the following lists of possible
application locations, content and formats were assembled:
Locations

Types of Information

Formats

Government
Museums
Parks
Transportation
Schools

Educational
Informational
Directions
Reference
Instructions

Forms
Guides
Maps / Directions
Product Instructions
Information Brochure
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Introduction
With research collected and analysis performed on the relationships between
variable data print, usability and graphic design, the beginnings of design application
could be established. Working from the initial criteria and directions explored in the
ﬁnal synthesis question, an appropriate application was established. Next, ideation
moved into conceptualization including identifying scenarios and exploring ways to
variably adjust documents with layout and design variables. Finally, all of the research,
synthesis and conceptualization were combined and developed into a prototype
design which was reﬁned over several versions.
Below is an outline of the major pages within this section.
Application Establishment
Three Potential Directions
Selected Direction - Museum Guide
Types and Elements of Guides
Museum Selection Criteria
List of Museums Explored
Selected Museum - George Eastman House
Application Conceptualization
Prototypical Users
Types of Content Customization
Reasons for Customization Choices
Layout Adjustment Exercises
Levels of Variability
Fully Variable - Relative Positioning Approach
Fully Variable - Modular Approach
Application Development
Transition from Existing Museum Guide
New Layout - Version 1
New Layout - Version 2
New Layout - Version 3
New Layout - Version 4 - Equal Emphasize Layout
New Layout - Version 4 - Modular Approach
New Layout - Version 4 - Relative Positioning Approach
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Potential Direction 1

Customs Declaration Form
Summary

Redesigning the U.S. Customs Declaration form as a variable data document
would allow different methods of organizing and presenting questions to be used.
Questions and data obtained would remain intact but the task of the traveler, ﬁlling
out the form, would be easier and clearer. Applying VDP would involve setting up
a basic grid or module framework upon which changes to layout, communication
approach (simple labels, explanatory text, or imagery), and typographic variables
could be adjusted.

Thesis Content

This application addresses many user differences including: visual abilities, cognitive
abilities, language comprehension, multiple languages, and cultural conventions.
Designs for this form would customize typographic variables like type size and
weight, text/background contrast, spoken language and language complexity, levels
of and choices of imagery used, amount of text in instructions/labels/descriptions,
and order and arrangement of elements. To facilitate these customizations it is clear
a strong, modular grid would need to be employed to help strengthen the variable
spatial system.
Additional considerations that need to be addressed include how, when, and what
information can and should be collected and how customization decisions inﬂuence
each other and interact in the ﬁnal design.

These examples of the current and previous United States Customs Declaration forms (left, center)
and a previous Canadian Declaration Card (right) illustrate the content density and design
approaches used for these types of documents.
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Potential Direction 2

VDP / Usability Planning Guide
Summary

This direction would be a short guide in the form of a pamphlet which would take the
research and synthesis thesis content and present the concepts involved in designing
for usability using VDP. This application would incorporate a large amount of thesis
content including user differences and elements of graphic design that are most
meaningful to print customization.
The planning guide would include three sections. Section One would have meaningful
groupings of user differences / usability concerns and common impediments. It
would be similar to the Matrix C: Design Strategies Related to User Difﬁculties
presented in the Synthesis section. (See matrices on pages 42-43.) Alongside this
table would be illustrative examples of the difﬁculties and potential graphic design
solutions. Section Two would be explanations of the variable data technology and
design systems involved in combining multiple individual design adjustments into one
ﬁnal design solution. Section Three would contain existing case studies with potential
VDP solutions to show how the concepts could be applied to real world situations.

Section One
Grouped user difﬁculties
with potential design solutions
and illustrative examples.

Section Two
Overview of the variable data
decision model and design
systems for variable elements.

Section Three
Case studies with examples
of potential VDP design solutions.
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Potential Direction 3

Museum Tour Guide
Summary

As both wayﬁnding and educational tools, museum (and other public building)
guides have the potential to address the different ways people interpret, assimilate
and use information. These guides, which are often used by many people of different
backgrounds, must include a wide variety of content depth, choice, and presentation.
A variable museum guide would not only allow text adjustments and content changes
but enable building maps to be customized to the user’s speciﬁc goal.

Thesis Content

This application addresses user differences in visual abilities, spatial perception,
attention and short term memory, language comprehension, multiple languages, and
learning styles. It would also include considerations of environmental lighting, user
interests and purpose (educational research vs. casual visit). Solutions for this guide
would customize typographic variables like type size and weight, text/background
contrast, written language and language complexity, choice of imagery used, amount
of text in labels/descriptions, memory aides, and arrangement of elements.
A design system to customize tour guide elements with the above considerations
would require an underlying grid that is ﬂexible enough to allow for different layouts
with varying relationships between informational and wayﬁnding elements.
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This example guide from the The National Gallery of Art shows how a museum
guide can be customized to users with speciﬁc goals, in this case someone with limited time.
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Selected Direction

Museum Guides
Based upon the initial discussion of tour guides with thesis committee members,
the decision to proceed with museum guides as an application format was agreed
upon. In regard to addressing the criteria set in the Synthesis section (see page 47),
this location and format satisﬁed all three constraints (print artifact, large, diverse
audience and task-oriented) and included all the types of information listed on that
page (educational, informational, directions and reference).
Printed Materials
Although museum guides are often in the form of either actual people, or docents,
leading tours or informational audio devices, printed guides are always available for
self-guided tours and are, unfortunately, often under developed. These printed guides
are often either simple map guides or, on the other end of the spectrum, dense
informational booklets. Thus, an opportunity to make printed self-guides more usable
was identiﬁed.
Large, Diverse Audience
One of the roles museums play is that of a recreational destination and many attract
a substantial number of visitors each year. As a handout used by most visitors,
museum guides have large circulations, from a few hundred to several thousand
copies each day. This substantial museum audience meets the minimum requirement
for designing and implementing variably printed museum guides (as described on
page 47) as well as making them cost effective.
Most museums are public and open to everyone and so attract a wide range
of visitors. This means that anyone from children, families, seniors, students,
researchers or tourists can and will visit museums. Depending on the location and
type of museum an audience such as this is often culturally diverse, with many
different languages, customs and backgrounds. The diversity of age, education and
culture lends itself well to the variability and user-centered focus of this thesis.
Task-Oriented
Museum self-guides have a clear purpose: to help visitors move through and
explore a museum. As mentioned above, museums also have a wide array of users
with different abilities, as well as different motives for visiting. Some visits may be
casual and others educationally-focused. Some visitors may want to see the whole
museum, while others just want to see a certain aspect or section of the museum.
It is easy to see how museum self-guides often need to perform many tasks.
Customization is a solution that lends itself to addressing each these tasks on an
individual level. It allows just the information each visitor needs or wants to be shown
and can make allow this information to be presented in the best possible way.
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Types of Guides
With new, variably printed museum guides as an application direction, some
additional analysis of existing museum guide examples was performed. (See
Appendix C for an excerpt examples collected.) From this external audit of museum
guides it was determined that several types of guides exist, including audio guides,
docent lead tours, simple map guides, and self-tour guides. Each of these types
of guides provides various amounts of information in different ways. Interestingly,
docent led tours provide the greatest customization to the visitor. Docents can
adjust their tone, topics and pace depending on the group they are leading.
Through the collection and analysis of museum guides it was clear that a printed
self-guide was the appropriate format. The ability of a docent to adjust their tour
to the speciﬁc needs of a group demonstrated the need and ability of musuem
information to be customized. The various formats of self directed guides, such as
brief or dense histories or backgrounds, map-based, or for speciﬁc routes showed
that printed guides still had merit and range in the materials they could present. It
was evident that combining these two world of docent and printed guides could
address differing user needs and thus, the goals of this thesis.
Based on the examples of museum self-guides collected, the following listing shows
the common components and types of information contained in these self-guides:

Elements of Self Guides
Wayﬁnding

Maps (Basic / Factual Information)
Layout / ﬂoor plans
Location of amenities / exits / artifacts
Room labels
Paths (Directing / Instructing / Potential Routing)
Starting location
Descriptions of rooms / galleries
Directions
Numbers / Letters
Intended sequences

Educational

Interpretive Content
Artifact highlights / points of interest
Commentaries
Text / facts about object (critical information)
Text about creator
Text about context / connections
Photos of objects
Activities
Scavenger hunts
Questions and answers

Informational

Other Related Location Offerings
Current / upcoming exhibits
Activities, programs, events
Dates / times
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Museum Selection Criteria
With a clear idea of what a museum self-guide encompasses, the next step was
locating an appropriate museum self-guide to redesign. A search for museums in
cities within a few hours’ drive was performed. From this list, on the following page,
one was selected based on these criteria: proximity to Rochester, actual need for
a guide redesign, existence of an appropriately diverse audience and richness and
complexity of content.
Criteria

Need
Would a variably customized guide beneﬁt the museum?
Format choices (paper, size, format)
Design decisions (layout, approach)
Audience
Is the user base large and diverse enough to warrant a variably customized guide?
User range (ages, cultures, education, special needs)
Visitor goals (casual, educational, research, special interests)
Content
Does the content lend itself to being presented in a variably customized format?
Diversity (collection, environment)
Information (depth, complexity, amount)

Additional

How could this information be customized usefully?
Are there distinct enough separations in user groups for meaningful design variations?
Do opportunities exist for multiple levels of depth and presentation of information?
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List of Museums Explored
Rochester

ArtisanWorks
Cary Graphic Arts Collection
The Center at High Falls
Corning International Museum of Glass
Ganondagan State Historic Site
Genesee Country Village & Museum
George Eastman House
Memorial Art Gallery
Mount Hope Cemetery
Rochester Museum & Science Center
Seneca Park Zoo
Strong Museum of Play
Susan B. Anthony House

artisanworks.net
wally.rit.edu/cary
centerathighfalls.org
cmog.org
ganondagan.org
gcv.org
eastmanhouse.org
mag.rochester.edu
fomh.org
rmsc.org
senecaparkzoo.org
strongmuseum.com
susanbanthony.com

Buffalo

Albright-Knox Art Gallery
Buffalo & Erie County Botanical Gardens
Buffalo & Erie County Naval Park
Buffalo Museum of Science
Buffalo Zoo
Burchﬁeld Penney Art Center
Darwin D. Martin House Complex
Hallways Contemporary Art Center
Pedaling History Bicycle Museum
University of Buffalo Art Galleries

albrightknox.org
buffalogardens.com
buffalonavalpark.org
sciencebuff.org
buffalozoo.org
burchﬁeld-penney.org
darwinmartinhouse.org
hallwalls.org
pedalinghistory.com
ubartgalleries.buffalo.edu

Toronto

Art Gallery of Ontario
Bata Shoe Museum
Design Exchange
Hockey Hall of Fame
MZTV Museum of Television
Ontario Science Center
Royal Canadian Military Institute Museum
Royal Ontario Museum
St. Lawrence Market Gallery
Textile Museum of Canada

ago.net
batashoemuseum.ca
dx.org
hhof.com
mztv.com
ontariosciencecentre.ca
rcmi.org
rom.on.ca
stlawrencemarket.com
textilemuseum.ca

Syracuse

Erie Canal Museum
Everson Museum of Art
Museum of Science & Technology

eriecanalmuseum.org
everson.org
most.org

Albany

New York State Museum
Schenectady Museum & Planetarium

nysm.nysed.gov
schenectadymuseum.org
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Selected Museum

George Eastman House
The George Eastman House: International Museum of Photography and Film, was
selected as the content focus for the ﬁnal application because it satisﬁed all the
requirements for an appropriate location: a large and diverse audience, depth and
richness of content and opportunities to improve the current guide to better address
user differences.
Audience

As an internationally known museum of photography, it serves a large and wide
ranging audience, from local researchers to foreign tourists. While the museum does
very well with primary and secondary school groups interested in history, ﬁlm and
photography, they also attract many college and university students and professors
with their unique ﬁlm and photography collections and preservation programs. By
far the largest group served by the museum are ﬁrst-time national and international
visitors. Regularly changing museum exhibits, as well as weekly ﬁlms at the
associated Dryden Theatre also attract many local, repeat visitors.
These groups represent a large span of age, education, cultural backgrounds,
familiarity with subject matter and reasons for visiting. The complete spectrum
of age from small children to senior adults requires the aspects of the museum
be presented in different ways and with varying amounts of detail. The span of
educational backgrounds and objectives that visitors possess means that varying
the choice of subjects will help visitors achieve their goals. Also, the different degrees
of familiarity with these subjects means that varying their depth will be beneﬁcial.

Content

In addition to being a historic estate, the George Eastman House also has permanent
galleries and travelling exhibits, a ﬁlm theatre and extensive photography, motion
ﬁlm and technology collections and archives. As a national landmark, the mansion
and fully restored gardens allow visitors to immerse themselves in the turn of the
century time period. Discovery galleries within the historic house provide further
background on George Eastman’s life, the Eastman Kodak company and explanation
of photography. Museum galleries in the newly added branch of the museum display
world-class exhibitions of ﬁlm and photography. Not only does the George Eastman
House possess one of the world’s largest archives of ﬁlm, photography and related
technology, but it provides many educational and research opportunities with it’s
collections. The museum is a great source of ﬁlm and photography history.

Need

The current guide offered by the George Eastman House is quite large in size and
provides a lot of information all at once. This large amount of information is dense
and can be overwhelming to a casual or rushed visitor. The guide prominently
features maps of the house and gardens and provides very detailed text histories of
the house, garden and George Eastman. The amount and size of text may be difﬁcult
for some people to read and cause frustration or disinterest. Also, the tour sequences
are hard to follow because of a lack of clear progression and illogical starting points.
While smaller alternate guides with no map and less content are available in other
languages, they do not compensate for main guide’s inability to address differences
in visitor backgrounds and objectives. (See Appendix E to view the current George
Eastman House guide.)
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Prototypical Users
In order to reign in the scope of the thesis application, sets of prototypical users
were established. These users represent ﬁve different typical visitors to the
George Eastman House and were chosen to address many of the primary user
differences as described on page 56. The ﬁrst column in the matrix below displays
the characteristics of each prototypical user. In the second column, speciﬁc criteria
for the content and design of the brochure were chosen based on these users’
characteristics. The following page categorizes and explains how these design
criteria relate to usability and graphic design problem solving.

Characteristics

Criteria for Design Solution

First-time
Casual Visitor

Adult
First-time visitor
Casual visit
No speciﬁc interests
Will stay for approximately 1.5 hours
No special needs

No content prioritization
1-2 sentence content paragraphs
Prose text
1-2 hour timeframe

International
Tourist

Adult
First-time visitor
Casual visit
Interested in house and galleries
Will stay whole afternoon
International (French speaking)

Galleries and house prioritization
1-2 sentence content paragraphs
Prose text
2-3 hour timeframe
Written language

Parent
with Kids

With kids (1 and 3 years old)
First-time visitor
Casual visit
Interested in aspects that kids will enjoy
Will stay as long as kids behave

Garden, galleries prioritization
1-2 sentence content paragraphs
Lists of bulleted content
1 hour timeframe
Easily read typeface, size, leading

Teen with
School Group

Teen with school group
Repeat visitor
Educational visit with guided group tour
Interested in Mr. Eastman and cameras
Will stay whole day
Winter visit (gardens closed)

Mr. Eastman and collections
3-6 sentence content paragraphs
Activities based on content
4-6 hour timeframe

Local
Senior Citizen

Senior
Local repeat visitor
Casual visit
Interested in galleries and ﬁlm aspects
Will stay approximately 1 hour
Uses reading glasses

Galleries, ﬁlm and photography
3-6 sentence content paragraphs
Prose text
1 hour timeframe
Easily read typeface, size, leading
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Types of Content Customization
Working with the design criteria for each user from the previous page, ﬁve areas
of content customization were established. Accompanying each of these ﬁve areas
are the reasons various aspects of the design would be changed, the type of content
changes that would be performed and the semantic operations (as introduced on
page 44) that could be applied.
Below, the ﬁrst ﬁve aspects of design and content that will be customized are the
aspects of design that do not lend themselves as easily to customization. They will
be implemented on each variation and will also help address usability.

Goals

Potential Changes
to Content

Semantic
Operations

Information
Prioritization

Emphasizing
Focusing

Sections
Size, placement, weight
Color Value

Add
Exchange

Content
Depth

Interest
Attentiveness

1-2 sentences
2-3 sentences
3-6 sentences

Subtract
Substitute

Text
Presentation

Accessibility
Engagement

Prose
Lists
Activities

Substitute

Adjustments

Readability
Comprehension

Sentence complexity
Tone of writing
Written language

Substitute

Language

Legibility
Visibility

Type (size, leading, face)
Image (choice, style, size)
Color (contrast, value)

Adjust

Overall Design

Ease of Use

Reduce visual distractions
Maintain adequate margins / whitespace

Learnability

Image / text relationships
Visual aids (numbers, rules)
Color coding
Strong underlying grid
Modules / zones

Forgiveness

Redundant coding
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Reasons for Customization Choices
Drawing on the matrix from the previous two pages, this page gives a quick
overview of how the aspects of design that are customized beneﬁt usability.
The matrix below connects the user criteria from the prototypical users and
areas of content customization to each other as well as the ﬁve aspects of
usability as discussed on page 35.
User Criteria

Content Customization

Effectiveness

Time frame, Interest

Content depth
Information prioritization
Text presentation

Usefulness

Relevance, Emphasis

Content depth
Information prioritization

Satisfaction

Visual Needs, Engagement

Text presentation
Adjustments
Language

Learnability

Overall Design

Forgiveness

Overall Design
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Layout Adjustment Exercise
An initial exercise was performed with simple image and text paragraphs to illustrate
how design elements could be varied and adjusted. These layouts on pages 60-63
were created to in order to test the initial concepts of how design elements can
changed. They demonstrate how typography, hierarchy and sequencing can affect
how identical content can be presented to a viewer. In the process of experimenting
with these full page layouts some insight into which approaches were most
successful were established. The complete set of full size examples can be found
in Appendix D.

Original
This layout was
established as a
base from which
all others were
modiﬁed. It contains
the basic placement
and elements to
be varied.
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Layout Adjustment Exercise (continued)
Prioritized
Content
This layout uses size
and the relationships
of sizes to create
emphasis. Prioritized
image and text sets
are enlarged and the
remaining sets are
reduced in size.

Clear Visual
Hierarchy
This layout uses
size and placement
to establish
priority. Images for
emphasized text
and image sets are
enlarged and placed
at the top of the
page, two across.
The remaining sets
remain the same
size but with smaller
columns and arranged
underneath the
emphasized sets.
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Layout Adjustment Exercise (continued)
Typographic
Adjustments
This layout only changes
typographic variables.
Text size was increased
and the typeface was
changed to a serif font.

Secondary
Typographic
Elements
This layout adds
typographic elements
to group and
sequence image and
text sets. The rule
and spacing above
and below the groups
signals the start and
end of a group. The
numbers further
identify the groups as
units and reinforces
the top to bottom
sequencing.
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Levels of Variability
Having established the aspects of content that will be variable (page 58) and some
design approaches to address them (pages 60-62), it was important establish how
customization of the whole page could be facilitated with design. The table below
was conceived to place the different levels of page variability in context in order to
identify the most appropriate approach. For each level, the layout, type and images
are either ﬁxed or variable. Based on which of the three elements are variable, each
level allows different semiotic operations to be performed. For example, a document
at the versioned level might have a few choices of layouts each with ﬁxed text
and images.

Fixed

Partially Variable

Layout

Type

Image

Possible Operations

Fixed

Fixed

Fixed

None

Fixed

Fixed

Variable

Add, Subtract, Substitute

Fixed

Variable

Variable

Add, Subtract, Substitute
Adjust

Versioned

Variable

Fixed

Fixed

Exchange

Variable

Fixed

Variable

Exchange, Add, Subtract,
Substitute

Fully Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Exchange, Add, Subtract,
Substitute, Adjust

Fixed
At this level, the entire design is ﬁxed and does not change. This is the level at
which most print documents function. One version is created for all users which
allows for simpler production.
Partially Variable
At this level, text and imagery can be added, subtracted or substituted and text
can be adjusted depending on the needs of users or objectives of the business.
This is the level of functionality at which most VDP documents operate. It allows
more relevant information to be used on an individual basis.
Versioned
At this level, entire design versions are interchanged. Individual text paragraphs
and images are not changed independently but may be different on each version.
This approach allows common differences among groups of users to be addressed.
Fully Variable
At this level, text and image content as well as layout can change according to
individualized needs. This level of variability enables documents to adjust entire
approaches to presenting content and accommodates greater variability in content.
This level of layout and content variability was chosen to proceed with since it
provides the greatest possibilities in terms of design customization and is the
most unexplored area of the levels.
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Fully Variable

Relative Positioning Approach
Concept

In this hypothetical design approach to creating fully variable documents, each page
component, such as an image or block of text, would retain its relative position to
others regardless of adjustments to itself. To achieve this, components must respond
to changes in adjacent ones. For example, if a component was emphasized by
enlarging the space occupied on the page, its relative location on the page would
stay the same and surrounding components would get smaller or move over.

Strengths

This approach would allow individual components to be adjusted without having to
adjust the whole page layout or sequence. It offers the potential for greater freedom
in customizing individual parts.

Weaknesses

In order to implement this approach, sophisticated software would need to be
used to control how surrounding components are affected by changes to individual
components. This becomes even more complex when multiple components are
adjusted and both affect a shared adjacent component.

The concept sketch above shows how as one component is enlarged to require more space on the
page, surrounding elements adjust accordingly. In the left example all components are equal. In the
center and right examples one, then two components cause the rest to resize.
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Fully Variable

Modular Approach
Concept

Another hypothetical design approach to creating fully variable documents is by
implementing interchangeable modules. Each module, or group of components,
would have a set size and basic compositional arrangement that would only ﬁt into
predetermined locations on the page. Each of these module locations could either
allow modules with different presentations of the same information to be used or
modules with different content altogether. Depending on which of these approaches
was used, a design could facilitate content prioritization or content customization.

Strengths

This approach lends itself well to setting up and dividing information zones on the
page, thereby allowing certain types of content to ﬁt into predetermined locations.
It also enables each module to vary independent of other modules.

Weaknesses

While this approach enables independent adjustments within each module without
affecting other modules, it also requires each module to be created in advance.
It would also be necessary to plan how the modules would visually interact when
placed in certain combinations in the ﬁnal design.

OR

+

+

OR

+

+

The concept sketch above shows how modules with different layouts and content
could be placed in predetermined locations on the page.
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Transition from Existing Museum Guide
The ﬁrst step taken in redesigning the existing George Eastman House museum
guide was transferring the content from the existing 16”x 24” guide to the smaller
12”x 18” printing size necessary for this thesis application. (See conversation with
John Eldridge, page 16.)
In order to determine if the amount of content from the existing guide could feasibly
ﬁt onto the new paper size existing guide content was reduced by 75% and arranged
on a 12”x 18” sheet. It was determined that the photos that were still useful at this
reduced size but that the smaller text was difﬁcult to read. To remedy this full size
text was used and with the reduced images.
This process of arranging existing elements on a smaller size paper revealed that
amount of text would need to be reduced, unnecessary images would need to be
removed and that the four different maps used in the existing guide would be need
to condensed into one detailed map.
See Appendix E for a larger, complete version of the existing
George Eastman House museum guide.

Above: The existing cover and inside layout of the existing brochure.
Below: The resulting cover and partial inside of the reduced brochure.
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New Layout

Version 1
Format

After establishing that most of the content from the original brochure would
plausibly ﬁt on an 12”x 18” sheet, ideation continued using this paper size.
In order to accommodate the largest map possible the brochure remained a
horizontal trifold.

Layout

To facilitate a sequential tour order, the inside spread divided each panel of the
brochure into two columns. In this way every garden and room could be placed
in their own columns and be sequenced from left to right. This version does not
implement any customization and has ﬁxed content with ﬁxed locations. The
house and gardens are emphasized on the inside spread and the inside front
panel brieﬂy lists all the activities available at the George Eastman House.

Imagery

The front cover uses the same photo from existing brochure thought with a more
vertical crop. This photo appropriately represents the historic and photographic
subject matter of the George Eastman House. On the inside, a single detailed map
was selected and enlarged to reduce the number of maps. On the back cover two
photos were selected to help show what is offered at the museum. The remaining
images from the existing brochure were excluded.

Color

The green and orange-red colors used in the existing map were used as color
bands to designate and highlight the location of text relating to the garden and
house respectively.

Typography

A transitional typeface, Optima, was used for titles, subtitles and body text for
added readability. The nine point text was easily read and ﬁt comfortably within
the three inch columns.
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New Layout

Version 2
Format

This version uses the same 12”x 18” horizontal trifold format as the previous version.

Layout

This version implements a modular approach to each topic within the museum.
Using the same two columns per panel, a system of single, double and triple column
sections was used to place emphasis on certain topics. Each topic (Garden Tour,
House Tour, Galleries, Film and Photography, George Eastman, and Families and Kids)
is then given a weight based on its importance to the user and placed into the section
corresponding to its importance. The greatest emphasis section with three columns
was positioned in a more central location to command more attention. Colored title
bars were placed at the top of each section to easily identify their beginning and end.

Imagery

Images were situated directly under the title bars to help identify and reinforce the
topic of each section. A photo that shows both the historic architecture of the house
and the full splendor of the garden was selected for the cover.

Color

The color palette from the previous version were extended to include a royal blue
often used in George Eastman House collateral and a magneta used in many of their
promotional brochures.

Typography

This version continued to use the Optima typeface but increased the contrast
between the type sizes of the titles and subtitles.
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New Layout

Version 3
Format

This new set of layouts uses the same 12”x 18” size but was changed to a vertical
trifold format. This was done to move the map to the inside panel thereby freeing
more space for text on the inside spread.

Layout

This was the ﬁrst version to implement three separate layout approaches. An equal
emphasis approach in which each section is displayed and given equal space on the
page. A modular approach similar to the previous version where sections with greater
emphasis are given more columns, instead of rows, and again placed more centrally
on the page. Finally, a relative position approach was used. The sections emphasized
on this approach are given more space and affect the size of the other sections.

Imagery

Similar to the previous version, images were placed directly under the title bars
to help identify and reinforce the topic of each section. Each section in all of these
versions have the same number and sizes of images. The relative positioning
approach reduced the image size for de-emphasized sections.

Color

Further extending the previous four color palette (green, orange-red, royal blue and
magenta) were teal, olive green and yellow-orange colors to represent the Galleries,
George Eastman and Families and Kids sections respectively. Also implemented in
the relative positioning approach was the use of color screens to help emphasize
sections by giving them more visual weight.

Typography

In this version the typeface was switched to Microsoft’s new serif typeface,
Constantia, to further increase readability.
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New Layout

Version 4 - Equal Emphasis Layout
Format

This version uses the same 12”x 18” vertical trifold format as the previous version.

Layout

Implementing a grid of six units across and nine down (see right layout below),
the equal emphasis layout used one unit for the section photographs, two for
the color title bar and six units for the section text. This allowed more space and
a wider column for section text. The color title bars were then also used for
supplemental information.

Imagery

A single image was used to represent and help identify each section. Colors now
correspond to rooms and spaces on the map.

Color

The six colors used in the previous version were reﬁned to match similar colors
used as variations for the logo on the museum’s website. These adjusted colors
were brighter and more distinct from each other.

Typography

A sans serif typeface, Univers, was implemented to reﬂect the typeface used in
the George Eastman House logo and give the guide a more contemporary look
while still retaining its readability.
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New Layout

Version 4 - Modular Approach
Format

This version uses the same 12”x 18” vertical trifold format as the previous version.

Layout

Implementing a grid of four units across and six down (see right layout below),
this modular layout used a horizontal set of twelve, eight and four units for the three
levels of section emphasis. The width of these units easily accommodated columns
and helped dictate where text was placed and how it ﬂowed within the sections. Like
the previous version, sections are interchangeable and placed according to emphasis.

Imagery

The number of images used for each section decreases with the declining emphasis
of the sections. In addition, numbers corresponding to the subsections of each
section were placed on each image if a representative image was shown.

Color

This version uses the same six colors and also uses them to color code the areas
on the map. In addition to the numbered images, numbers also label where each
subsection is on the map.

Typography

A serif typeface, Constantina, was implemented on this version as a potential
typeface for users with low vision.
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New Layout

Version 4 - Relative Positioning Approach
Format

This version uses the same 12”x 18” vertical trifold format as the previous version.

Layout

Implementing the same grid of four units across and six down (see right layout
below), this relative positioning layout allocated either two or eight units depending
on a section’s emphasis. This allowed much more content in the emphasized sections
and much less content in the de-emphasized sections.

Imagery

Two images were used for emphasized sections and half-sized images were used
in de-emphasized sections. The two images helped provide more information for the
emphasized sections and the half-sized images helped to de-emphasize the smaller
sections.

Color

This version also uses the same six colors and again used them to color code
the areas on the map. No numbering of images or subsections on the map were
implemented on this version. Color screens were again used to further emphasize
the larger sections.

Typography

The typeface Constantina was used on this version as a potential typeface for
visitors with low vision.
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Overview

The purpose of this intermediate evaluation was to test the helpfulness and
appropriateness of the current ideation models shown on pages 70-72. Three sets
of questions were posed. The ﬁrst set of questions related to practical and technical
issues such as the choice of size and format as well as typographic decisions. The
second set of questions focused on visual and aesthetic concerns such as whether
the approaches to prioritizing content were successful and referencing between
them map and text easy. The third set of questions concerned the clarity of meaning
and the communicative success. These questions endeavored to determine if images
were used effectively and whether the different amounts of text were appropriate.
Through these questions it was possible to evaluate the differences among the
two VDP approaches, relative positioning and modular. These questions also helped
determine if the graphic design decisions and ways in which usability was addressed
were also successful. Because these questions related to overall approach issues
only a single set of versions was used, that of the ﬁrst-time adult visitor. Together
with the questionnaire, the two versions helped obtain constructive feedback.

Audience
& Location

The audience for this project is very diverse. It includes people of many ages,
cultures and backgrounds with different needs, interests and objectives. To survey
this wide audience in a reasonable time frame, the Student Alumni Union on campus
at the Rochester Institute of Technology was selected. The large volume of students,
faculty, and visitors that pass through this building provided the needed variety
of evaluators.

Evaluation
Procedure

Each participant was given a single page questionnaire and asked to answer the
questions based on two sample designs presented to them (shown on pages 75-76).
First, they ﬁlled out the evaluator background section on the questionnaire which
collected information about their age, occupation and whether they had children. It
also asked questions related to the George Eastman House, such as whether they
had visited it, how many times they had visited, and which aspects they would be
interested in learning about. Next, they were shown the two versions of the guide,
the relative position approach and the modular approach, and asked to answer a
series of questions for each version.
The following pages display a sample questionnaire form, the two versions of
the guide that were used and the results of the survey.
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Sample Questionnaire Form

George Eastman House Brochure Evaluation

William Wells
MFA Candidate

Evaluator Background and Interests
Age: _______

Occupation: ________________________________

Have you visited the George Eastman House?

Yes

Length of time typically spent at museums:

1-2 hours

Do you have children?

No

Yes

No

If Yes, how many times: __________
2-3 hours

4-6 hours

Pick TWO aspects of the George Eastman House you would be interested in learning more about:
House

Gardens

George Eastman

Galleries

Archive & Collections

Family

Brochure Evaluation
Please ﬁll in your responses to the following statements based on the two layouts you have reviewed.
Version A
Practical / Technical
1

The text size, font and spacing is easy to read.

2

Opening and using the guide is logical.

3

The size and format is easy to use.

Version B

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Comments / Suggestions:

Visual / Aesthetic

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

4

Text columns and margins feel comfortable.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

5

Cross referencing between text and map is easy.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

Approach to prioritizing interests is effective.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Comments / Suggestions:

Meaning / Communicative
7

Selected imagery helps reinforce written text.

8

Expanded text on select interests is valuable.

9

Amount of text is appropriate.

10

Which version do you feel was more successful?
Comments Overall?

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

A

B

Intermediate Evaluation
Version A
Front Cover

Back Cover

Inside Spread
Top Panel

Inside
Front Panel

75

Intermediate Evaluation
Version A (continued)
Inside Three-panel Spread

76

Intermediate Evaluation
Version B
Front Cover

Back Cover

Inside Spread
Top Panel

Inside
Front Panel

77

Intermediate Evaluation
Version B (continued)
Inside Three-panel Spread

78
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Evaluation Results

Version A

Version B

Practical / Technical

Disagree

1

The text size, font and spacing is easy to read.

0

0

1

6

11

0

0

0

8

10

2

Opening and using the guide is logical.

1

2

2

9

4

0

1

2

6

9

3

The size and format is easy to use.

0

3

1

5

9

0

3

1

4

9

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Overall brochure is very bulky.
Very large brochure.
Pamphlet is too large.

Visual / Aesthetic

Disagree

4

Text columns and margins feel comfortable.

1

2

5

4

6

0

0

1

9

8

5

Cross referencing between text and map is easy.

2

4

1

9

2

0

1

3

5

9

6

Approach to prioritizing interests is effective.

1

2

3

8

2

0

0

4

7

6

Agree

Disagree

Agree

A looks more attractive as a whole
but B makes more sense to read.
B reads better with the trifolds.
I like the number approach on Version B.
The numbers on version B were useful.
Numbered map on the same page works better.
A ﬂows easier but B’s map is better.
Map is hard to relate in A.
Make colored backgrounds darker on use on all sections.
Use screens on B?
Take numbers off of images.
Thin black line bothered me.

Meaning / Communicative

Disagree

7

Selected imagery helps reinforce written text.

0

0

6

5

7

0

1

6

5

6

8

Expanded text on select interests is valuable.

0

0

2

11 5

0

0

5

8

5

9

Amount of text is appropriate.

0

3

3

7

0

1

3

7

6

Agree

5

Disagree

A little more info about other areas might be nice.

10

Which version do you feel was more successful?

4A

13 B

1 Blank

Agree
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Evaluation Analysis
Evaluator
Backgrounds

The range of the eighteen evaluators ended up being much narrower than expected.
The age range of evaluators was between 18 and 23 years old. Also, the evaluators
were all primarily students. Eight evaluators had previously been to the George
Eastman House a single time and one evaluator had been six times. Ten evaluators
said they typically spend two to three hours at museums, six responded one to two
hours and two responded four to six hours. The most popular choices for areas of
interest at the George Eastman House in order from highest responses to lowest
were the galleries, the historic house, the archives and collections, the gardens and
ﬁnally George Eastman.

Evaluator
Results

Based on the responses to the questionnaire, a few aspects if the guides were
identiﬁed as needing improvement. First, many evaluators found both versions of the
12”x 18” guides to be too large. Second, many evaluators found the text columns and
margins in version A to be slightly uncomfortable and the text columns and margins
in version B to be ﬁne. Some evaluators also found version A to be less logical to
open and use than version B and quite a few did not ﬁnd cross referencing between
text and the map easy in version A. For both versions, evaluators found the expanded
text on selected interests valuable but some still felt the amount of text in other areas
to be lacking. Version B received great praise for its approach to prioritizing through
placement within the guide and its use of numbers to connect speciﬁc areas to the
map. It was apparent from the results, comments and answers on the ﬁnal question,
that version B, the one that used the modular approach, was the more successful
method of implementation.
Signiﬁcance
This intermediate evaluation provided a clear indication of which approach to
addressing usability with a variable design was more successful. It also provided
insight into what a subset of visitors to the George Eastman House would value in
a museum guide. The lack of a diverse set of evaluators and the time and motivation
constraints of the evaluation would need to be addressed in order to make this
evaluation a credible source of results.
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Introduction
The ﬁnal implementation of this thesis application is the result of continued
reﬁnement based on comments and suggestions from thesis committee members
and the participants of the intermediate evaluation. It used the most successful
design approach, the modular version, and improved on design, usability and variable
data print aspects. Below are the overall design modiﬁcations made to the modular
layout approach used in the intermediate evaluation. (See page 77-78.)

Design Modiﬁcations
The ﬁrst decision made was to implement the modular approach. An overwhelming
response from the intermediate evaluation agreed that this approach was more
successful than the relative positioning one. The modular approach allowed the map
to be positioned on the top of the three panel inside spread which made referencing
easier from both the inside spread and folding panel.
The second decision was to address the concerns from evaluators that the guides
were too large and awkward to handle. This was easily remedied by changing the
paper size to 11”x 17”. Surprisingly, adjusting the design to ﬁt this smaller space
was easily accomplished, perhaps in part due to a change described in the next
paragraph.
Although most readers found the 11 point body type with 15 point line spacing easy
to read it was apparent from observation that the average user did not need text this
big. In an effort to allow more space for content and improve the rags in the small
columns, the type size was reduced by one point size.
One aspect that was encouraged in the early stages of ideation by advisors and was
found very successful in the modular version, was the use of corresponding numbers
on the map for each part of a content section. Evaluators found this helped them
refer between text descriptions and map locations. Evaluators also found that having
the map always visible no matter which content section they were looking at, as was
done in the modular version and not the relative positioning version, made using the
guide easier.

Final Designs
With these changes implemented, three iterations of the modular design approach
were created. Each iteration shows how a prototypical visitor’s interests and needs
are met through this thesis application. The choice to use these speciﬁc prototypical
users was made because the combination of traits was sufﬁcient to show most
major concepts developed in this thesis.
The following pages are the ﬁnal designs with descriptions of each visitor and the
rationale behind the design decisions.
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Final Design - Visitor 1
Characteristics

First-time, casual adult visitor
Will stay the whole afternoon.
Interested in house and galleries.

Design
Decisions

Use normal type size and leading.
Use prose text with 1-2 sentence content descriptions.
Prioritize house and gallery content.

Front Cover

Back Cover
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Final Design - Visitor 1 (continued)
Inside Spread
Top Panel

Inside
Front Panel
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Final Design - Visitor 1 (continued)
Inside
Three-panel
Spread
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Final Design - Visitor 2
Characteristics

Parent with kids
First-time visitor
Will stay a short time.
Interested in aspects that kids will enjoy.

Design
Decisions

Use normal type size and leading.
Use lists of facts with short length content descriptions.
Prioritize gardens and gallery content.

Front Cover

Back Cover
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Final Design - Visitor 2 (continued)
Inside Spread
Top Panel

Inside
Front Panel
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Final Design - Visitor 2 (continued)
Inside
Three-panel
Spread
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Final Design - Visitor 3
Characteristics

Senior, repeat visitor
Will stay an hour.
Interested in ﬁlm and galleries
Uses reading glasses.

Design
Decisions

Use large type size with extra leading.
Use prose text with 3-6 sentence content descriptions.
Prioritize ﬁlm and gallery content.

Front Cover

Back Cover
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Final Design - Visitor 3 (continued)
Inside Spread
Top Panel

Inside
Front Panel
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Final Design - Visitor 3 (continued)
Inside
Three-panel
Spread

Dissemination
Thesis Peer
Presentation
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During the Winter Quarter, a Powerpoint presentation was shared with the design
faculty and ﬁrst-year graphic design MFA students. It included content related to
project deﬁnition, precedents, research, synthesis and some ideation.
(See Appendix F for full presentation.)
For this presentation it was important to introduce new viewers to the two main
topics of this design thesis, Usability and Variable Data Print, in a succinct yet
comprehensive way. The presentation not only helped form clear summaries of
the main topics but prioritized key examples and organized synthesis matrices into
presentable formats. This aided with the writing of this thesis document.

MFA Thesis
Exhibition

During the early Spring Quarter, an exhibition was installed in the Bevier Gallery
on the Rochester Institute of Technology campus. A set of large presentation
panels summarized and explained the key components of this thesis and included
preliminary ideation and application content. This presentation took near ﬁnal research
and synthesis work and translated it into a condensed yet thorough form that could
be understood by viewers new to the material. (See Appendix G for exhibit panels.)
In the process of creating this exhibit and establishing design and content for
the system of panels, thesis research became even more clear and connections
between topics further solidiﬁed. Overall the exhibit helped develop the thesis into
ideation and implementation as well as share the content to a broader audience.

MFA thesis exhibit panels in the Bevier Gallery during the opening reception.
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After completion of this thesis study, the design concepts and application could be
condensed and presented in the form of an article or whitepaper. Potential audiences
for these publications would be in the usability and variable data printing ﬁelds.

Usability
Field

Connecting the two ﬁelds of usability and graphic design as explicitly as this thesis
has done enlightens both designers and project managers to the impact good design
has on usability. The role that customization can play in addressing usability is also
explored by this thesis and could be a key aspect of an article published in this area.
Journal of Usability Studies
www.usabilityprofessionals.org/upa_publications/jus/
This peer-reviewed, online publication promotes the practice, research and education
of usability engineering. An article published in this journal would reach a large,
international audience. The article would focus on the feasibility and value of how
design and customization can address usability in printed documents.
User Experience Magazine
www.usabilityprofessionals.org/upa_publications/user_experience/
This magazine publishes articles dealing with the broad ﬁeld of usability and the user
experience. It provides an ideal avenue for sharing this thesis because it would reach
industry professionals focused on one of the key topics of this thesis, usability. An
article published in this magazine would draw attention to how graphic design and
customization can be instrumental in aiding usability.

Printing
Industry

The exploration of print customization in this thesis would be relevant to the digital
printing industry. As businesses and manufacturers continue to strive for proﬁts and
added value for customers, technology plays an important part. Variable data print
is one of these important technologies that offers many potential opportunities. The
exploration of ways printed materials can be customized from design and usability
perspectives pushes the constricted views of the value of variable data print and
offers new possibilities. An article about points raised in this theis, like how VDP
can help accessibility and usability, would hopefully start this conversation.
Graphic Arts Monthly
www.gammag.com
This magazine covers the printing and graphic arts industries and provides news and
trends in printing technology and graphic arts products and services. It would be an
an ideal candidate to publish an article showcasing a case study that successfully
implemented of some of the customization approaches from this thesis. This article
would convey how variable data print can beneﬁt business beyond personalization.
OnDemandJournal
www.ondemandjournal.com
This online site provides news, special reports, whitepapers and case studies about
digital printing and on-demand solutions. It offers a unique opportunity to showcase
the possibilities VDP can bring to on-demand products. Through a case study or
whitepaper related to this thesis study, print executives seeking information about
digital printing might be persuaded to implement more complex and meaningful
customization.
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Outside Evaluation
Overview
of Process

The ﬁnal versions of this thesis application were sent to two professionals, one
involved with variable data print and another with museum studies. The goal of
this outside evaluation was to solicit feedback that would provide insight into the
practical value of this thesis, both in the printing industry and in small and medium
sized companies, like museums.
The following project overview, instructions and questions were sent to both
Erich Lehman, Prepress Facilities Coordinator at Rochester Institute of Technology,
and Kathy Connor, Curator at the George Eastman House. With this information,
both persons also received three versions of the ﬁnal museum guides along with
corresponding descriptions of the visitors they were designed for.

Information
Provided to
Evaluators

Project
These brochures are the product of a thesis study combining graphic design, usability
and customized print to create more usable documents on an individual basis. The
goal of the thesis study is to push the current boundaries of variable data print and
explore ways that graphic design can be employed to aid and increase usability.
Museum guides were selected as the application format for this thesis because
they offered a scenario with a large, diverse audience with many physical, cognitive
and situational differences. The George Eastman House was selected as the subject
matter because the multi-faceted museum provides a scenario where users would
have many different interests, goals and needs while visiting.
If actually implemented, users would approach a kiosk at the entrance of the
museum and answer a few questions on a touch screen. A customized brochure
would be printed out that corresponded to their selections.
Instructions
Please review the three brochure variations and answer the following questions
with explanations and speciﬁc examples when possible.
Prototype Visitors
Visitor 1
Adult, ﬁrst-time visitor, interested in house and galleries, will stay the whole
afternoon. Design Approaches: emphasize galleries and house and use short
1-2 sentence prose text.
Visitor 2
Parent with kids, ﬁrst-time visitor, interested in aspects that kids will enjoy,
will stay a short time. Design Approaches: emphasize gardens and galleries
and use short lists of facts.
Visitor 3
Senior, repeat visitor, interested in galleries and ﬁlm aspects, will stay an hour
and uses reading glasses. Design Approaches: emphasize galleries and ﬁlm
and photography and use detailed 3-6 sentence prose text with a large type size.
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Outside Evaluation
Erich Lehman, Prepress Facilities Coordinator
Questions
and Answers

Do the brochures employ VDP in a productive and innovative way?
I think the grid you chose lent itself nicely to what you were trying to accomplish.
All the brochures were easy to read but still informative within the constraints you
set. It is very productive but does not strike me as a blatantly VDP piece. That, to me,
is not a bad thing. It’s more seamless that way, and the user I think, is more likely to
focus on the content.
Do the brochures maintain a consistent design identity across the variations?
Do they successfully accommodate typographic changes?
Very much so. My only beef is the identiﬁcation of photos with numbers. Across
the three, one didn’t have numbers, and they all had different placements. Now,
the average user probably wouldn’t see this, but it could lead to design complications
(placement of dynamic content boxes, etc).
Overall they seem typographically [sound], although, as I note below, I think the
larger type for the elderly visitor leads to less-desirable line breaks in the content.
Do you see any situations where the brochures might pose obvious challenges
to pre-press preparation or printing, other than issues related to using a kiosk?
We’ve spoken about a lot of them previously. You will need consistent placement of
some type elements (the numbering ID for the photos) to make sure that the proper
dynamic content gets to the proper container. The true answer to this question really
depends on which software you use, the experience of the operator programming
the variable piece and how you choose to implement this solution at the kiosk
Additional comments or suggestions would also be greatly appreciated.
Overall, I personally don’t like the use of repeated numbers, even with alternate
colors. I would instead use numbers for one and letters for another or preferably,
one set of numbers for the entire map. I would like to see you use consistent
placement of the position of the ID numbers in the variable photos.
For the Visitor 2 version, I like the bulleted format for the garden description,
because it’s more conducive to [lists of facts]. On the inside, however, the bulleted
format seems really forced, and I think it would be better as little paragraphs.
For the Visitor 3 version, the inside looks pretty good, but I think the large type on
the gallery ﬂap leads to an undesired break, particularly in the Brackett gallery blurb.
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Outside Evaluation
Kathy Connor, George Eastman House Curator
Questions
and Answers

Do the brochures appropriately portray the Eastman House and reﬂect the
many aspects of the museum?
The brochures do appropriately portray the Eastman House and reﬂect the many
aspects of the museum. All of our photo exhibits (Dar Fur, Dar Fur, Ghosts in the
Landscape) are different now from what your brochures reﬂect. Since we make
exhibit changes every two to three months your brochures on demand would have to
be constantly updated. That means new photos inserted and if there were sponsors
involved with each show, then a sponsor logo or two to be included in the brochure,
etc. Garden tours go Memorial Day through Labor Day not May through October.
Do the brochures address individual visitor needs and interests through the
use of design and content emphasis changes?
The brochures may reﬂect different audiences but I think this could be even more
effectively done if different pictures and color designs were used both inside and
outside of the brochure. If you look at all three [versions] now from the front cover
they all look the same. I would change the pink square Visitors Guide section to
reﬂect the audience it was for – Family Guide, Adult Guide, First Time Visitor, etc.
Many of our visitors take their guides home with them as souvenirs of their visits,
if they are looked at by others it would be good for people to know they were
designed for a speciﬁc audience.
Do the selected images help reinforce the written text? Does the varying
amount of text seem adequate and appropriate for the different visitors?
I liked the color coding on the map and ﬂoor plans. They are clearly understood
and I think can be easily followed. I would add different pictures in the family guide
like a kid eating chocolate cake in the cafe, holding a toy in the shop, smelling the
ﬂowers in the garden or making a photogram. Our Garden Vibes programs in the
summer are also great activities for kids too. Also, our musicales on Sundays are
great for regular visitors or seniors, as well as the classic musical performances
by local artists on select Sundays in the house. Different photos would make a big
difference in each. Instead of the mufﬁns and books on back cover use an ice cream
cone or peanut butter and jelly sandwich for the family guide and a kid item from
the shop. If the front covers and back photos were different it would accomplish
what you are trying to do even better than the pieces do now.
Additional comments or suggestions would also be greatly appreciated.
I would also add a treasure hunt element to the kids/family guide. We have
developed many of these and something like that would keep the kid’s attention
and allow the parents [to also enjoy other aspects of the museum]. Under the
education component of the the Eastman Legacy portion of our website there are
some puzzles and kid’s activities you may want to incorporate into your brochure.
The larger print is great in the senior brochure. For the family guide I would add
more visuals and less text.
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Self Evaluation
Building on a strong background in design, hands on experience with variable data
print software and a cursory understanding of usability, this thesis provided an outlet
to establish common ground for all three of these topics. It is the opinion of the
author that the design solution created in this thesis successfully integrates graphic
design, usability and variable data print together as a cohesive whole. However, as
with any product, it has its strengths, weaknesses and areas of improvement.
Strengths

As mentioned above, the design application for this thesis incorporates all three
topics it set out to include. The end goal of usability is achieved through both
customization and graphic design. While customization is the overall approach to
addressing usability, graphic design determines what and how elements are changed.
Graphic design also provides and controls the framework upon which customization
is implemented. It structures and orders the variable elements and helps provide a
visual unity within a single guide and across many different guide iterations.

Weaknesses

The ﬁnal thesis application did employ design as a crucial element but it could have
further beneﬁted if the underlying grid was even more ﬂexible. The modular approach
only allowed for three variable sections, each with ﬁxed content. If the content
within each of these sections had more options, or if a greater number of sections
were created, then the application could potentially aid usability more. Either way
the underlying grid would need to have smaller units and customization decisions
would need to deal with more variables. Although every design has different usability
requirements in terms of usability (as discussed on page 26), it was apparent that
two aspects of usability, error tolerance and learnability, did not play substantial roles
in this thesis application and thus were less explored.

Future
Reﬁnements

There are a few ways that this thesis application could be improved. First, the
application would actually be implemented in variable data print software. The
process of doing this would quickly point out potential ﬂaws in design approaches as
well as provide new opportunities for customization and addressing usability. Second,
the application would be created by a team of production professionals: a graphic
designer, a print usability expert, a variable data software operator and a museum
staff member familiar with the speciﬁc content and visitor needs. Finally, a more
comprehensive and focused evaluation would need to be performed. This might be
best achieved by pre-selecting a ﬁxed number of people for each version of the guide
that match the target users of the guide (as deﬁned on page 57). This evaluation
process would also need to allocate adequate time and a procedure that uses a
non-biased comparative evaluation of both a control guide and second version of the
guide. Combined, this type of evaluation, production team and direct contact with
technology would be more efﬁcient and produce a higher quality application.
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This thesis began with the intention of making printed documents easier for people
to use. It took the developing technology of variable data print and paired it with
graphic design problem solving to address usability through customization. The
resulting individualization of documents to suit each person’s needs proved to have
great potential.
Ranging from a survey of each topic to collecting examples of existing customized
solutions and factors affecting usability, the research for this thesis covered a lot of
ground and unearthed many useful sets of knowledge. Synthesizing these examples
and information revealed many unique perspectives and connections between the
topics of design, usability and VDP. For example, by pairing graphic design elements
to speciﬁc user difﬁculties it was possible to determine concrete ways that simple
design decisions can inﬂuence the usability of a document. In addition to establishing
concrete connections between user needs, design solutions and usability, the levels
of variability were mapped out and several conceptual approaches to implementing
customization were established. Combining the research and synthesis together with
these conceptual approaches helped make the ﬁnal application a meaningful one.
Finally, an evaluation of how the culmination of all this knowledge was implemented,
in the form of a customized museum guide, demonstrates that this thesis
successfully merged the three topics.
While the ﬁnal design application and written thesis documentation are successes,
each also has its weaknesses. Primarily, the research for this thesis could be more
extensive. Perhaps more examples of print customization would have provided a
clearer view of what types of information and current changes would be useful
to usability. Similarly, the development of a greater number of design systems for
varying sizes of formats might have revealed useful insights for alternate design
approaches for the thesis application.
Overall, this thesis has collected, analyzed and implemented information that will
be useful to anyone involved in projects relating to customization and usability in
print. It provides a solid base from which to further explore each related area and
some practical approaches to implementing more meaningful customized print
projects. Hopefully designers and user advocates alike will see the potential that
design and technology have to accommodate each user’s individual needs.
In addition to achieving its goal of exploring and integrating the three main topics,
this thesis study has also taught and reﬁned many skills. The extensive writing
provided an opportunity to strengthen written communication skills and heighten
attention to detail. Managing both an extensive work load and conﬂicting time
requirements taught many lessons in large-scale project management. Finally,
having developed substantial knowledge and understanding of usability and
variable data print, it is now possible to incorporate these factors into design
projects with conﬁdence.
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Variable Data Print (VDP)
“The concept of printing that allows for the production of varied or changing elements
in a design on the same press run.” (FLAAR, 2006)
This form of digital printing involving a layout with variable content areas that can be
customized according to certain rules which then incorporates data from a database
or digital asset repository to be integrated into the document just before it gets
printed. (Adobe, 2006)
Also known as personalized printing/publishing, personalization, customized printing/
publishing, database publishing, data driven print, one-to-one communications/
publishing. Because VDP is often used to create documents for promoting and selling
products and services it is also commonly known as direct marketing and one-to-one
marketing. (Citationsoftware, 2006)
Usability
The extent to which a product can be used by speciﬁed users to achieve speciﬁed
goals with effectiveness, efﬁciency and satisfaction in a speciﬁed context of use.”
(ISO 9241-11)
Universal Design
An approach to the development of “products and environments that can be used
effectively by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for
adaptation or specialized design” (North Carolina State University, 1997). It is an
inclusive process aimed at enabling all of us to experience the full beneﬁts of the
products and environments around us regardless of our ages, sizes or abilities.
Also known as Inclusive or Barrier-Free Design. (Tauke, 2006)
Accessibility
The degree to which products, buildings, services, or information are equally
accessible and usable to everyone regardless of physical or mental abilities.
Impairment
Any loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological, or anatomical structure
or function.
(Arthur, 1988)
Disability
Any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability to perform an activity
in the manner or within the range considered normal for a human being.
(Arthur and Passini, 1990)
Legibility
Ability of a viewer to see or discern the message displayed.
(Arthur and Passini, 1990)
Information is often conveyed in a way that is too difﬁcult to see clearly enough
to understand. (Arthur, 1988)
Readability
Ability of the viewer to comprehend or understand the message displayed.
(Arthur and Passini, 1990)
Words, symbols or patterns that are unfamiliar, or that are used in an ambiguous,
confusing, or simply ungrammatical way are, at best, useless and, at worst,
misleading and frustrating. (Arthur, 1988)
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Appendix A
Gestalt Principles

Source
Dynamics in Document Design: Creating Text for Readers, Karen A. Schriver
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Appendix B
Multiple Intelligences
The Eight Ways of Learning

Source
Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom, Thomas Armstrong
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Appendix B (continued)
Multiple Intelligences
The Eight Ways of Teaching

Source
Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom, Thomas Armstrong
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Appendix C
Sample Museum Guides
The National Postal Museum, Washington, DC
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The Australian Museum, Sydney, Australia
English
version

Chinese
version
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The South Australian Museum, Adelaide, Australia
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The Field Museum, Chicago, IL (Family Adventure Guide, excerpt)
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
Smithsonian Museum of American History, Washington, DC (Family Activity Guide, Spanish version)
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
Smithsonian Museum of American History, Washington, DC (Family Activity Guide, excerpt)
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District, Minnetonka, MN (Historical Map)
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY (Kid’s Guide)
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
The National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
English gallery guide

Equivalent French
version
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Appendix C (continued)
Sample Museum Guides
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada

Normal guide

Large print version
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Appendix D
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Original

Library Garden
The library garden is a 1990 adaptation of DeForest’s 1921
cut-ﬂower garden. The double row of arborvitae outlines
the original central axis with spring-ﬂowering tulips planted
in solid blocks of red, white, and purple.

Rock Garden
Restoration of the rock garden was completed in 1992
and was based on historical photographs (ca. 1910) of the
original garden. The 250-foot grape arbor was Alling S.
DeForest’s 1902 grounds plans.

West Garden
The west garden was designed and built by Claude
Bragdon in 1917. The wisteria vines on the garden house
are original. The three perimeter garden borders and four
central beds were planted with perennials and bulbs during
Eastman’s time.

Northeast Garden
The northeast garden, established during the North
Property Rehabilitation Project, is the shadiest, most
informal garden on the grounds. A brick walk leads from
the grape arbor to the pedestrian gate of the reconstructed
University Avenue fence.

East Vista
The east vista, which extends the length of the property
from East Avenue to University Avenue, was designed by
landscape architect Alling S. DeForest with an informal,
naturalistic planting along the eastern border.

Front Lawn
Rehabilitation of the front lawn on East Avenue began
in 1996 and was completed in fall 1999. New plantings
include 29 trees (maples, dogwood, and hickory) and more
than 300 ornamental shrubs (viburnum, forsythia, jet bead,
spireas).

Original
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Appendix D (continued)
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Typographic Adjustments

Library Garden
The library garden is a 1990 adaptation of
DeForest’s 1921 cut-ﬂower garden. The
double row of arborvitae outlines the original
central axis with spring-ﬂowering tulips.
Rock Garden
Restoration of the rock garden was
completed in 1992 and was based on
historical photographs (ca. 1910) of the
original garden.
West Garden
The west garden was designed and built by
Claude Bragdon in 1917. The wisteria vines
on the garden house are original.

Northeast Garden
The northeast garden, established during the
North Property Rehabilitation Project, is the
shadiest, most informal garden on the grounds.

East Vista
The east vista, which extends the length of
the property from East Avenue to University
Avenue, was designed by landscape architect
Alling S. DeForest.
Front Lawn
Rehabilitation of the front lawn on East
Avenue began in 1996 and was completed in
fall 1999 including 29 new tree plantings.

Typographic Adjustments
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Appendix D (continued)
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Prioritized Content

Library Garden
The library garden is a 1990 adaptation
of DeForest’s 1921 cut-ﬂower garden.
The double row of arborvitae outlines the
original central axis with spring-ﬂowering
tulips planted in solid blocks.

Rock Garden
Restoration of the rock garden was completed in 1992 and was
based on historical photographs (ca. 1910) of the original garden.
The 250-foot grape arbor was Alling S. DeForest’s 1902 grounds
plans.

West Garden
The west garden was designed and built by Claude Bragdon in
1917. The wisteria vines on the garden house are original. The
three perimeter garden borders and four central beds were
planted with perennials and bulbs during Eastman’s time.

Northeast Garden
The northeast garden, established during the North Property
Rehabilitation Project, is the shadiest, most informal garden
on the grounds. A brick walk leads from the grape arbor to the
pedestrian gate of the reconstructed University Avenue fence.

East Vista
The east vista, which extends the length
of the property from East Avenue to
University Avenue, was designed by
landscape architect Alling S. DeForest
with an informal, naturalistic planting.

Front Lawn
Rehabilitation of the front lawn on East Avenue began in 1996
and was completed in fall 1999. New plantings include 29 trees
(maples, dogwood, and hickory) and more than 300 ornamental
shrubs (viburnum, forsythia, jet bead, spireas).

Prioritized Content
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Appendix D (continued)
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Clear Visual Hierarchy

Library Garden
The library garden is a 1990
adaptation of DeForest’s 1921 cutﬂower garden. The double row of
arborvitae outlines the original central
axis with spring-ﬂowering tulips
planted in solid blocks of red, white,
and purple.

East Vista
The east vista, which extends the
length of the property from East
Avenue to University Avenue, was
designed by landscape architect
Alling S. DeForest with an informal,
naturalistic planting along the eastern
border.

North Garden
The northeast
garden,
established during
the North Property
Rehabilitation
Project, is the
shadiest, most
informal garden
on the grounds.
A brick walk
leads from the
grape arbor to the
pedestrian gate of
the reconstructed
University Avenue
fence.

Front Lawn
Rehabilitation of
the front lawn
on East Avenue
began in 1996 and
was completed
in fall 1999. New
plantings include
29 trees (maples,
dogwood, and
hickory) and
more than 300
ornamental
shrubs (viburnum,
forsythia, jet bead,
spireas).

Clear Visual Hierarchy

West Garden
The west garden
was designed and
built by Claude
Bragdon in 1917.
The wisteria
vines on the
garden house
are original. The
three perimeter
garden borders
and four central
beds were planted
with perennials
and bulbs during
Eastman’s time.

Rock Garden
Restoration of
the rock garden
was completed
in 1992 and was
based on historical
photographs
(ca. 1910) of the
original garden.
The 250-foot grape
arbor was Alling S.
DeForest’s 1902
grounds plans.
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Appendix D (continued)
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Additional Typographic Elements

1

Library Garden
The library garden is a 1990 adaptation of DeForest’s 1921
cut-ﬂower garden. The double row of arborvitae outlines
the original central axis with spring-ﬂowering tulips planted
in solid blocks of red, white, and purple.

Rock Garden
Restoration of the rock garden was completed in 1992
and was based on historical photographs (ca. 1910) of the
original garden. The 250-foot grape arbor was Alling S.
DeForest’s 1902 grounds plans.

2

West Garden
The west garden was designed and built by Claude
Bragdon in 1917. The wisteria vines on the garden house
are original. The three perimeter garden borders and four
central beds were planted with perennials and bulbs during
Eastman’s time.
Northeast Garden
The northeast garden, established during the North
Property Rehabilitation Project, is the shadiest, most
informal garden on the grounds. A brick walk leads from
the grape arbor to the pedestrian gate of the reconstructed
University Avenue fence.

3

East Vista
The east vista, which extends the length of the property
from East Avenue to University Avenue, was designed by
landscape architect Alling S. DeForest with an informal,
naturalistic planting along the eastern border.

Front Lawn
Rehabilitation of the front lawn on East Avenue began
in 1996 and was completed in fall 1999. New plantings
include 29 trees (maples, dogwood, and hickory) and more
than 300 ornamental shrubs (viburnum, forsythia, jet bead,
spireas).

Secondary Typrographic Elements
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Appendix D (continued)
Layout Adjustment Exercises

Additional Content Formatting

Library Garden
• 1990 adaptation of DeForest’s 1921 cut-ﬂower garden
• Double row of arborvitae outlines the original central axis
• Spring-ﬂowering tulips planted in solid blocks

Rock Garden
• Restoration of the rock garden was completed in 1992
• Based on historical photographs ca.1910
• 250-foot grape arbor was in DeForest’s 1902 plans

West Garden
• Designed and built by Claude Bragdon in 1917
• Wisteria vines on the garden house are original
• Perimeter gardens were planted during Eastman’s time

Northeast Garden
• Established during North Property Rehabilitation Project
• The shadiest, most informal garden on the grounds
• Brick walk leads from grape arbor to the pedestrian gate

East Vista
• Extends the property length from East to University Ave
• Designed by landscape architect Alling S. DeForest
• An informal, naturalistic planting along the eastern border

Front Lawn
• Rehabilitation began in 1996 and was completed in 1999
• New plantings include 29 trees
• More than 300 ornamental shrubs

Alternate Content Formatting
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Appendix E
Existing George Eastman House Guide

Front Cover

Inside Front Cover

Folded Over Inside Three-panel Spread
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Appendix E (continued)
Existing George Eastman House Guide

Folded Flat Inside Six-panel Spread

Back Cover
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Appendix F
Thesis Peer Presentation (Powerpoint format, Winter 2006)
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix F (continued)
Thesis Peer Presentation
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Appendix G
MFA Thesis Exhibition Panels
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Appendix G (continued)
MFA Thesis Exhibition Panels
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Appendix G (continued)
MFA Thesis Exhibition Panels
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Appendix G (continued)
MFA Thesis Exhibition Panels
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Appendix G (continued)
MFA Thesis Exhibition Panels

